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Fc reword

This is a tentative study of the gas experience of

the 29th Division during World War I. This study is not

presented as a definitive and official history, but is

reproduced for current reference use within the Military

Establishment pending the publication of an approved history.

The author was assisted in his research by Mrs. Charlotte

M. Bolin and Mr. Guy F. Goodfellow.

Ik

Nott to Reader: Comments and suggestions relative to
accuracy and adequacy of treatment are invited, and may be
transmitted to the Chief, U.S. Army Chemical Corps Historical
Office, Army Chemical Center, Maryland.
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THE 29th DIVISION IN THE COTES DE MEUSE

October 1918

SThe Marylanders and VIrginians of the 29th Division fought in a single

major engagement in World War I, the attack on 8 October in conjunction with

the 33rd Division on the heights east of the Meuseý

When the Meuse-Argonne campaign began on 26 September, the 29th Division

was in Army reserve. After the fine advance made on the first day of the

campaign, the Army attack slowed down, enemy divisions were hurried in to

thicken the line, and the enemy artillery east Of the Meuse began to pound

the front with flanking fire. Casualties mounted and gains were measured in

meters.

Resumed on 4 October, the First Army attack made little progress, owing

In large part to the HE and gas fire coming from the heights of the Meuse.

Four days later the 33rd and 29th Divisions were put across the river and

ordered to advance and clear the heights. The subsequent limited success

of their efforts was principally the result of the gas atmosphere that was

estazlished and maintained by the enemy artillery in the zone of attack.

The 29th Division was slow to recognize the effectiveness of gas as a

weapon or the fact that the cumulative effects of gas could in time be as

productive of casualties as a sudden concentration. Its early experience

with gas, in Alsace, where several crash concentrations of gas produced large

numbers of quick casualties, did not prepare the division for its later
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experience in the Argonne. Although as thoroughly trained in gas defense as

its Division Gas Officer, Capt. Alden H. Waitt, could make it, the division

nevertheless suffered almost three times as many gas casualties as all other

battle casualties put together while training in the trenches in Alsace But

because its total casualties were less than a thousand, the possible sig ifi-

cance of these statistics seems to have made little impression.

Later, in the three-week campaign in the Cotes de Meuse, under Captain

Waitt's successor, the division took almost as many gas as wound casualties.

Apparently expecting gas in great concentrations in the Meuse area, the divi-

sion was lulled at the start by the relatively light and widely dispersed

gas fire in the sector. During the first week the Division Gas Officer

made no reports at all, and G - 2 said only that gas was used at various

points, "but no large concentrations were reported. The enemy is apparently

using his gas In order to make us wear masks, rather than...to effect a

heavy concentrition at any one point." 1

So ineffective did the enemy use of gas seem that Jokes were made

about it. By the end of the second week, as corps called attention to the

mounting gas casualties in the division, gas ceased to be a Joke. Division

Gas Officer reports after 20 October, as well as after-action reports and

unit histories (but not the official division history), are fairly detailed

concerning the enemy use of gas. The records of the 29th Division, though

they occupy little space in the National Archives because of the brief

SOI 4, 29th Div, 11 -12 Oct (29th Div Box 1, 20.1).
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combat experience of the division, are in fact disproportionately ý'eighted

with gas data.

Corps orders and the inaction of the adjacent division, said the

commander of the 29th, contributed to the limited advance of his division,

but in a rarr admission, he frankly stated that it was the obstinate defense

of the enemy "machine guns and artillery, the latter using gas to a formid-

able extent," that wore out his troops.

In the present study the narrative of 29th Division operations except

as it serves tc clarify the action reported in Study No. 8, "The 33rd Divi-

sion Along the Meuse," has been held to a minimum. Wat fol2lows is the

story of a division made slowly wise to the menace of gas warfare.

Alsace

The 29ih Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Charles G. Morton, called

itself the Blue and Gray division because its 113th and 114th Infantry,

57th Brigade, under Brig. Gen. LeRoy S. Upton, were composed of New Jersey

and Delaware National Guardsmen, while its 115th and 116th Infantry, 58th

Brilade, commanded by Col. Vernon A. Caldwell (relieved on 12 Oct by Col.

John McA. Palmer), came from Maryland and Virginia guard units. These

four states representing the North and South, also supplied the men for

its 54th FA Brigade (which did not see combat), as well as the signal, en-

gii aer, and medical components of the division.

-3
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The division was organized on 25 August 1917 at Camp McClellan, Alabama,

and began its gas training in December with the arrival of British instructors. 2

In June 1918 the division began moving overseas. A month later it crossed

France to the trenches in the Belfort Gap region, between the Vosges and

Alps, on the Swiss border. There its gas organization was established with

Capt. Alden H. Waitt as Division Gas Officer. As it began its training in

trench warfare, said the division history, "special attention was giv6n to

gas tactics." 3

As in other divisions during their training on quiet frontsthe atten-

tion was one-sided. After the first serious gas attack, against the 114th

Infantry, ftaitt was reported to have said that the "organization had never

entered heartily into the matter of gas training since he had been with the

Division." Regiments and battalions posted their gas officers to duties far

from the front, and when the 114th was gassed, the gas sentries failed to

give warning; company officers on the scene proved ignorant of gas; the men

put on, took off, and changed their gas maqks in confusion and panic; no

effort was made either to evacuate or decontaminate the gassed areas; and

2
Lt Col John A. Cutchins (G - 2), History of the Twenty-Ninth Division,

assisted by Lt Col Geo. S. Stewart Jr (Div AdJ) (Philadelphia, 1921), fn.
p. 22. Unpublished memorabilia bulks large in this 271-page narrative,
hereafter cited as History. See also Capt G. Murfitt, Brit Mil Mission,
"Anti-Gas Drill and Instruction" (with note, "pending isrue of WD pamphlet
on gas defense"), 12 Dec 1917 (29th Div Box 5, 50.4).

3
Bulletin 80, 29th Div, 3 July (29th Div Box 125, 470.6); History,

p. 86.
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Vlaitt himself ,as riot, notified of the attack until eight hours after it had

ended. 4

The attack on the 114th Infantry occurred in mid-September, after almost

six weeks of relative quiet in the sector, marked only by occasional raids

and minor fire-fights. Little gas had been used by the enemy and the troops

5
had reason to think gas was no great danger on that front. The general

attitude of the troops towa-ds gas training and gas discipline seems to have

angered Captain Waltt, for early in August he prepared a long memo on "War-

fare Gases," concluding with the statement that

Theoretically all gas casualties are avoidable and practically there are
very few cases where this is not true. It is quite safe to say that some-
one is to blame for every gas casualty that occurs and this someone is not
the enemy who has sent over the shell. In th s Division every effort will
be made to find out where to place the blame.

Following the St. Mihiel operation to the north on 13 - 15 September,

said the division history, "the enemy began using an enormous number of gas

shells in his daily bombardments." In an attempt to allay apprehensions

4
Memo, Capt E. E. Corry, VII COO for CG VII Corps, 18 Sep, sub: Enemy

Gas Attack against 114th Inf (GikF-29th Div and 29th Div Box 9, 33.6).

5
Ltr, DGO 29th Div to Dep Ch CWS, 19 Jan 1919, sub: Rpt...Circ Ltr

No. 89 (GAF-29th Div), rptd a total of 69 gas shells in 6 gas attacks,
no casualties, between 27 Aug - 5 Sep. Cf. SOI 29 - 49, 29th Div, 27 Aug -

16 Sep (29th Div Box 1, 20.1).

6
Instructions, 2 Aug (29th Div Box 5, 54.3). See corresp on gas

discipline incidents in 29th Div Box 125, 470.6.

-5-
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after a severe gas shelling of nearby French troops, the 57th Brigade

commander on 14 September issued a mem~o to his troops on the nature of

gas attacks and the defense against them. The memo concluded:

All organizations In their first service in the trenches have suffered
from gas panic, false alarms and a general unnecessar.y fear of gas. This
memorandum is published in the hope that this Brigade will get over this
gas nervousness and treat gas discipline in a common sense and efficient
manner.

7

The appeals to fear of punishment and to reason failed when on the early

morning of 16 September a reported 2,500 yellow cross (mustard gas) and HE

shells crashed into Bannholz wood where 300 men of the 114th Infantry were

bivouacked. Twelve hours after the attack, officers, non-coms, and men were

found without the facepieces of their masks on, assisting in the evacuation

of the severely gassed and trying to restore order at the command post.

One hundred and eighty-two officers and men were carried out of the wood

that day. Within three days, three men had died and a total of 256 had been

hospitalized. 8

That night, beginning at 2100, an unlikely total of 3,500 7 7-mm. yellow

cross shells was said to have fallen in nearby Stockete wood among 250 men

7
History, p. 124; Memo 57th Brig, 14 Sep, n.s. (29th Div Box 125, 470.6).

8
Rpt on Gas Attack, 19 Sep; Memo, Capt E. E. Corry, above; ltr, 2nd

Lt N. V. Hyde, Asst DGO to DG), 16 Sep, sub: Invest of Mustard Gas Attack on
Co E 114th Inf (all in GAF - 29th Div). Of. Spencer, "History ot Gas Attacks
Upon the AEF" (15 Feb 1932), I1, 269 - 71. SOI 50, 29th Div, 16 Sep, rptd
1400 7 7-mm. shells "mostly gas" between 0330 - 0414 "in a continuation of
the bombardment of 15 - 16 Sep."

6
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of the 114th, resulting in 60 additional gas casualties (Map No. 1).9 Some

hours later when Captain Waitt arrived in the wood, he found the disinfecting

squad, which he had set up earlier in each battalion, showing "complete dis-

regard...for mustard gas [by] sitting there on the ground, with their masks

off.., 10

General Upton, the 57th Brigade commander, admitted that after both

attacks his men had taken their masks off too soon, owing to "ignorance of

the officers as to the persistent nature of the gas present and the deaden-

ing of the sense of smell by breathing gas. Most organizations in their

first experience with mustard gas go through the same experience and the

2nd Division had many casualties in identically the same manner in June

1918. It is easy to criticize after the happening, but I am of the opinion

that the 2nd Battalion, 114th Infantry, was well handled in this, its first

experience." 11

9
Wagoner Ralph J. Robinson, Ambulanc Company 113, 29th Division (Balti-

more, 1919), p. 89, reports that "325 horribly gassed patients Lwere evacuated
in those two nights and days]...to the base at Hericourt, twenty miles to
the -ear." Spencer's rpt (II, 272) that bursting HE pre.,ented the troops
from knowing they were being gassed, suggests that 350 rather than 3,500 mus-
tard gas shells may have been fired.

10
Rpt on Gas Attack, n.d. (GAF - 29th Div). Bul No. 87, 20 Jul,

established the decon squads. See also Bul No. 92, 27 Jul, sub: Stand-
Ing Orders for Defense Against Gas (29th Div Box 125, 470.6).

i1
2nd Ind, PC 57th Brig to CG 29th Div, 26 Sep, on memo, Correy, 18 Sep,

above.
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On the night of 17 September it was the turn of the 115th infantry,

on the left of the 1,14th. Although General Uptor, in an earlier memo had

said that cloud and projector gas attacks were riot likely on that frdnt,

it was a rifled projector shoot .with almost 200 l56.mm. shells filled with

pumice soaked in phosgene, accompanied by minenwerfer fire, that hit the

company, and in the panic that f pllowed tive men died of the phosgene. An

additional 12 men were said to have been hospitalized. "Causes of casualties,"

said Captain Waitt, "seem to be principally due to the elements of surprise

and ignorance. Although the men seemed to know better...under heavy shelling

[they] did not act as instructed." 12

There were probably many more casualties resulting from the projector

attack, as well as from the earlier yellow cross shell attacks, since the

total of 336 gas casualties accounted for in r. in Waitt's reports is far

from agreeing with the statement in the official history that "Of the 923

12
Rpt on Gas Attack, 18 Sep; Memo, Waitt, 19 Sep, sub: Projector Attack

on 115th Inf (GAF - 29th Div); Spencer IT, 274 - 77.

See Raymond S. Tompkins, Maryland Fighters of thq Great Vir (Baltimore,
1919), pp. 45 - 46. This Baltimore S correspondent with the 29th said
mustard gas was used against the 115th Inf in Holzberg wood, resulting in
24 casualties including 7 killed. He says this was the first gas used in
the sector, since "gas had becrn prohibited on both sides for the sake of
-he villagers, who were still living close to the frorit." The earlier gas
attacks on the 114th Inf are not mentioned.

-9-
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casualties while in the Alsace Sector, 586 were from gas." 13

The result of the panic caused by these gas attacks is described in

a report of the DiviLion Ordnance Officer: "The gas attacks launched

against our lines in the center sector, Haute Alsace, shortly before being

relieved... created a serious shortage [of eouipment] in several companies,

which could not be replaced before entraining for the north." A large num-

ber of rifles, small arms, automatic rifles, and personal and ccmpany equip-

ment was salvaged in the area, he said, and brought along in the train to be

late. reissued at Verdun.14

"A Source of Amusement"

On 23 September, as Captain Waitt was relieved by order of General Fries,

Chief of the Chemical Warfare Service, AEF, and Capt. L. A. Maynard became

the Division Gas Officer,I 5 the division left the sector and proceeded to

13
History p. 124. On p. 304 the casualties in Alsace are listed as 31

killed, 11 died of wounds, 197 wounded, 579 gassed, 7 died of gas, 6 acci-
dentally killed, 84 accidentally wounded, and 7 died of disease, or 923.

Ltr, DGO 29th Div to Deputy C CWS, 13 Jan 1919, sub: Rpt...on Circ
Ltr No. 89, and Ltr, DGO to G - 2 29th Div, 14 Mar 1919, sub: Data on
Enemy Gas Opns (GAF- 29th Div), both report,on the basis of SOI's of
the period, a total of 1,730 gas shells in five attacks, on 15, 17, 18,
19, 21 Sep. Monthly Rpt of Gas Casualties for Sep (atchd to ltr, 13 Jan)
shows a total of 390 gas cases, 8 gas deaths.

14
Ltr, Div Ord 0 29th to CofS 29th Div, 21 Dec, sub; Ordnance property,

Argonne-Meuse Opn (in Suppl Rpts, 29th Div Box 4, 33.6). Note: See Analysis,
p. 61, concerning these Supplementary Reports.
1515 See corresp and orders in 29th Div Box 125, 470.6, and 1st Army Box 340.

- 10 -
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the First Army area where Preparations we're under w-,ay for the tMouse-Argonne

offensive. In reserve until 3 October, it was then ordered to Claudel's

XVII French Corps, on the right wing of Pershing's First Army. The corps,

immediately east c'i the Mouse, had remnained In place when the offensive

began cn 26 September, but the events of the first week of the attack now

required its help. With reenforcements, it was to attack due north, in order

to silence the heavy flanking fire on First Army coming from the heights

above the corps sector.

On 5 October, as the 57th Brigade, 29th Division, went into corps

ieserve, the 58th Brigade moved up from Vat~c:'-ville to Samogneux and entered

the line on the left of General Andlauer'F 18th French Division. Supporting

the infantry brigade was the 158th FA Brigade (83rd Division) under Brig.

Gen. Adrian S. Fleming-l6 From division headquarters at ý'Iacherauville, the

heights of the Meuse extended some 22 kilometers to the north and almost

8 kilometers east of the Meuse, the heights themselves a series of rd~

and valleys running generally east and wes't,.

Occupying the heights immediately opposite XVII Corps was the 1st

Austro-Hun azA~j ivision, on a nine-kilometer front, and the German

15th Division, oil a four-kilometer front. For the defense of their posi-

tiins in the sector, tVhe Brabanter, Hagen, and Volker Stellungen, these

16
13.FO 16, 29th Div, 1715, 3 Oct (29th Div Box 2, 32.1); -History, pp. 127

-11-.



two divisions reportedly had nine battalions of infantry and forty

batteries. 17 Above these positions was the partially completed Giselher

Stellung, east of Sivry, and beyond that the Kriemhilde Stellung (Map No. 2)

The mission of the 18th French Division, to which the 58th Brigade of

the 29th Division and elements of the 33rd Division were attached, was to

deprive the enemy of his artillery positions on the immediate front by tak-

ing the heights in the Bois d'Haumont, Bois d'Ormont, and Bois de Consenvoye.

Exploiting then to the north and northeast, the French and Americans would

command the ground overlooking the principal enemy organization in the

valley of Damvillers, some nine kilometers distant.

Returning from a conference on the attack, Colonel Cloman, Chief of

Staff, 29th Division, said: "The object of the advance is to capture the

KRIEMHILDE line which will probably be done on the 3rd day .... The 33rd Divi-

sion will...occupy Consenvoye and Sivry." He thought it unlikely that the

57th Brigade would be needed during the advance. 18

Without prior preparation, all guns of the corps opened fire at 0500,

8 October, as the attack waves of the 115th and 116th Infantry went forward.

17
Rpt, CG 29th Div, 25 Apr 1919, sub: Services of the 29th Div with the

AEF (29th Div Box 1, 11.4); History, p. 140. Organization charts in
Italian Files Box 2 (1st A - H Div), German Files Box 167 (15th Div), and
German Files Box 115 (Maas Ost) indicate approx 21 battalions and 76 bat-
teries in the sector as of the first week of Oct. Note: German Files
Box will hereafter be abbreviated to GFB.

18
History, pp. 144, 277; Office memo, CofS 29th Div, 5 Oct (in French

Files Box 89, 30.9/914).

- 12-
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Tht, first t.,,,o enemy positions were quickly breached and not until about

0930, as the troops approached the Volker Stellung, were the advancing

lines brought to a stop. A half hour earlier three battalions of the

33rd Division had crossed the Meuse at Consenvoye, joining the left flank

of the 115th Infantry. At nightfall 33rd Division forces were along the

south edge of the Bois de Chaume, and the brigade of the 29th Division,

having advanced almost five kilometers, dug in just short of the Normal

Objective, in the Bois de Consenvoye, its right refused to maintain liaison

with the 18th French, held up in the Bois d'Haumont. 19

At a cost of 20 dead and 180 wounded that day, the 29th Division

reported, it had "killed, captured or dispersed" all the -st Austro

Hun arian troops on its front, "and the division was practically put out

of the fighting." That night the German 228th and 32nd Divisions came in

to fill the gap torn by the 33rd and 29th Divisions, their artillery

ordered to make "the widest possible use of gas ammunition... of H.E.,

slight" (Map No. 3).20

A massive enemy counterattack across the corps front through the

19
History, pp. 148 - 49. Cf. FO 18, 29th Div, 1030, 7 Oct and Order

804/3, G - 3, 18th Fr Div, 5 Oct (29th Div Box 2, 32.1).

20
History, p. 187; SOI 1, 29th Div, 8 - 9 Oct (29th Div Box 1, 20.1);

DOR, 29th Div, 8 Oct (29th Div Box 3, 33.1), said 1572 prisoners were taken.

Arko 32 WD, 8 Oct (GFB 184, fol III); VRs2rs (Maas Ost) Order
Ia/Artl 4163, 8 Oct, Arty Activity for night of 8/9 Oct (GFB 116, fol III,
p. 13).

- 14-
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morning and afternoon of 9 October, "to retake...at the very least, the

"Volker Stellung," forced the 33rd Division troops out of the Bois de

Chaume, but reportedly gained no ground on the front of the 29th. The

58th Brigade that day reported for the first time "some gas...on our

front, but the exact location at which it was used was not reported." Late

in the day the brigade advanced to the Normal Objective and dug in to resist

further counterattacks. 2 1

When the 58th Brigade reached that line, the division history said, the

57th Brigade was supposed to Pass through and continue the advance, but the

resistance met by the French below Bois d'Ormont was to require the whole

of that brigade in the French sector. General Morton was not pleased. On

the night of 9 - 10 October, at corps order, the 113th Infantry and 111th

MG Battalion moved up from the Cote des Roches to the vicinity of Ormont

Farm with orders to assist the French by clearing out the Bois de la Reine

and Bois des Chenes. 2 2 On its left the 115th and 116th Infantry prepared

21
SOl 2, 9 - 10 Oct; History, p. 157. Rpt, Selbie, G - 2 29th Div

[Feb 1919], sub: Opns of 17th Fr Corps Before Verdun (29th Div Box 4,
33.6). Msg, Hq 29th Div [to 58th Brig], 9 Oct (29th Div Box 2, 32.16),
reporting the counterattack of the 32nd Div below Molleville Farm Ormont
Farm, and Bois d'Haumont, said: "The general commanding the 18th [French]
Division looks upon this as an opportunity for the American troops to show
their mettle in woods fighting against one of the best divisions in Germany."

22 DOR, 10 Oct; History, pp. 158 - 59. Nothing was 4aid in FO 18,
29th Div, about the 57th Brig continuing the advance. In FO 19, 2200,
10 Oct, the brigade was assigned to the 18th Fr.

- 16



'to resume the advance with the K -d Division and take Bois Plat-Cherie,

the enemy OP at, Richene, and Molleville Farm.

The attack on 10 October was again launched without artillery preparation,

but some progress was made against the massed machine gun defense of the

German lines when "It was found that frequently machine guns could be cap-

tured by a sudden rush just after a long burst of fire, while the belts were

being changed." 23 Although G - 3 reported all objectives taken that day,

other accounts indicate ihat the 115th was stopped on the forward slope of

Richene, the 116th at the top edge of Bossois Bois, connecting with the 113th

along the south edges of the two woods on its front. 2 4 Undaunted, corps

ordered the 58th Brigade to advance after an artillery preparation the next

day, 11 October, to the First Objective of Exploitation, from the Ravin de

Moyemont to the Consenvoye-Etraye road, including Hill 375. If success-

ful, the brigade was to continue on to the Second Objective of Exploitation,

two kilometers beyond, in the Bois de la Grande Montagne.

But "iblue cross and mustard gas were used during the early hours [of

Ltr, Col Palmer, CO 58th Brig to CG 29th Div, 23 Dec, sub: Rpt of Opns
North of Verdun (Suppl Rpts, 29th Div Box 4, 33.6).

24
DOR, 10 Oct; History, p. 168. Arko 32 (32nd Div arty comdr) reported

that Hill 371 (Rich~ne) was lost that day by the 223th Div, but the 32nd had
resisted all efforts to take Jaegerbusch and Ormontwald hois de la Reine
and Bois d'Ormont) (Arko 32 WD, 10 Oct, GFB 184, fol III).

17-
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11 October] on the Ravin de Bourvaux -nd [Bossols Bois],' causing some

delay, 2 5 and Molleville Farm, Bultruy Bois, and the Grande Mlontagne

proved to be "infested with machine guns." The artillery preparation

seemed "to have had no effect whatever on the German positions there,"

said G - 3. "I think we may have the keypoint of the entire German posi-

tion in front of us, and it will be an interesting nut to crack." 26

The 58th Brigade was ordered to dig in along the Normal Objective and

hold fast.

On the right the 113th Infantry advanced through the two woods on its

front to the Ravin de la Reine, joining the 116th below the Ravin de Molle-

ville. At night the line ran from a point in the Bois Plat-Chine, south

along the edges of Bossois Bois and Molleville Bois. The casualties of the

first four day's were reported as 16 killed, 518 wounded and 125 gassed. 2 7

Among the latter, according to a message from the 57th Brigade command

post in the Ravin de Bois des Caures on the morning of 10 October, may have

25 This may have been the "bursts of yellow cross on Schaumberginulde and

western part of Mollevilleschlucht" that morning (228th Div Daily Rpt, 6 -

6 am, 10 - 11 Oct, GFB 225, fol I, p. 86).

Rpt on Gas Attack dated 12 Oct (GAF - 29th Div), said 400 blue and
yellow cross shells fell on two tired companies of the 116th in Bolssois
Bois causing between 50 and 75 slight casualties. See also ltr, CO MG
Co 116th Inf, 26 Nov, and platoon rpts, Co F, 116th Inf, n.d. (29th Div
Box 10, 33.6).

26
Memo, G - 3 29th Div to G - 3 33rd Div, 0900, 12 Oct (29th Div Box 2,

32.15); SOl 3, 10 - 11 Oct; Ltr, Col Palmer, above.

27
DOR, 11 Oct; History, pp. 172 - 73.
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been some of the

Very large numbers of men passing this place [on the way to the gas hospital
at Glorieux] claiming to be gas cases. Many are assisted by other men; all
are walking. The 57th Brigade commander desires medical supervision of this
at his P. C. as the dressing station to the front will not handle gas c ses

and insists on the men being escorted to the rear by their companions. 2 9

Both G -2 and Captain Maynard, the Division Gas Office2, made light of

the enemy gas fire those first few days. The occasional and scattered gas

shelling was only sufficient "to make us wear masks," and seemed to produce

few casualties. Along with the machine gun fire, this gas defense was to be

expected, said G - 2, since the Giselher Stellung, in the Grande Montagne in

this sector, "a...key position to the entire Western Front, [was] the enemy's

principal line of resistance now left in his hands." 29

Characteristic of the attitude of staff and command officers in their

early experience with gas in France -- that it was just something to be

endured -- was the stand taken by the division commander. Sometime on 10 or

11 October, shortly after an advanced dressing station had been set up in-

side the Bois do Consenvoye, General Morton was making an inspection of the

site when

a heavy bombardment of the woods around the station began. But General

28
Msg, LO Modest PC to Bowen G - 3, 0940, 10 Oct (29th Div Box 2, 32.16).

Note: It is not certain exactly when the PC was moved from Cumieres, across
the river, to Caures ravine. If it was still at Cumieres, these may have
been 33rd Dlv, not 29th Div, gas cases.

29
SOI 4, 29th Div, 11 - 12 Oct; Rpts on Gas Attacks for period 10 - 12

Oct.
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Morton, without gas mask or helmet, refused to take shelter. Instead, as
calmly as though machine gun bullets were not buzzing overhead, or shells
tearing up the earth or cutting limbs from trees and dropping l.them) at
his feet, the general ordered everyone within the dugo8 t and saw that the
order was executed; but himself remained in the open.3

And on another occasion

an amusing incident occurred...when the... strgeant in charge of the general's
mess at the Advanced Post of Commandc...secured some lemon pie which he served
for lunch ..... Just as it was served...everyone began coughing and sneezing,
and cussing the cooks for putting pepper on the only decent thing we had had
to eat since the drive started. Then an orderly rushed in and said the whole
valley was filled with gas.

General Morton ordered all present to put on masks. But to nis surprise, and
later, to our great amusement, it was found he had forgotten to bring his with
him when he came from his dugout to the elephant shelter in which we had our
meals. An extra mask was soon found but it seemed unable to grasp the "old
man's" nose. Finally, becoming disgusted, he threw the mask down 3nd said
he would not "fool with the damn thing any more," and that if his time had
come he would "have to go, that's all.-'

Inasmuch as the general had considered leaving off the mask, even when thirty
miles from the enemy's lines, an unpardonable sin, the officers of his st
when they found no serious consequenzeshad resulted, were greatly amused.

Also typical was the report of Company M of the 113th Infantry, that

at Ormont Farm

most of us received our first real taste of lachrymatory gas. Everyone
began sneezing, and breathing became somewhat difficult. It became neces-
sary to wear our gas masks. This was more a source of musement that any-
thing else, and the company soon resumed its march through the valley. 3 2

30
History, p. 211; quoted also in Robinson, bulancr, ,ompany Llg,

pp. 129 - 30.

31
History, fn. p. 229.

32
History, p. 162
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;;,is va; the Ueginning of a three-day shelling of the Haumont area (ii -

1.1 October) during which, Captain Maynard estimated, 2,300 blue, green,

and yellow cross shells [diphenylchloroarsine, phosgene, and mustard gas]

fell in the vicinity of 2,000 313th Infantry reserves, resulting in only

9 casualtias. 3 3 The total of 125 gas cases reported by G - 3 for the

period did not seem excessive.

On later reflection, the division history was to say of this period

that "the positions of both regiments of the [57th] Brigade, as well as

the brigade and regimental P. C.'s, were under constant and sevem shell fire.

Gas shells were used extensively, and constituted a serious menace." 34.

And Captain Maynard was to learn that there was more to this gas attack

than he was at first aware.

But in the opening days of the campaign the 29th Division had reason

to think that gas, on this front, might not be a serious difficulty after

all. While it was German policy to lull new units facing them with desul-

tory gas fire until they grew carsless, in this case another explanation

appears in General von Soden-s complaint on 12 October that since the begin-

ning of the month his divisions in the g M grouping qRpo-

site XVII Corps had fired only 2,262 roundsof gas, as against 29,843 rounds of

33

Rpt on Gas Attack, 14 Oct; Spencer/ IIU 284.

34
History, p. 173.
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high explosive. 3 5  In part, this was the result of the method employed in

firing gas on that froqt, particularly by the German 228th Division, and

may have been based on supply problems or usage directiveo peculiar to

those divisions. Its like has not been encountered in German i-ecords else-

where.

The 2th Divion fired gas in terms of ••sjinheits [i.e., gas units],

a 2ne~inhett comprising 100 77-in. gas shells or the equivalent, that is,

50 105-mm. shells, 50 lO-cm. shells, 23 150-mm. shells, or 10 mortar shells.

The fire order for the first twelve hours of 12 October, fo: example, listed

four targets, each to receive one burst, each burst a single gaseinheit.

"=In each burst blue cro0s is to be fired first and followed shortly after

by green cross." During the remaining hours of 12 October, "1200 FK [77-mm.]

cr equivalent, preferably gas, depending on the ammunition situation," was

3llotted for gas bursts on twelve other targets. 3 6

This method of firing round-the-clock gas bursts of blue and green

35
Study No. 8, "The 33rd Division Along the Meuse," p. 62.

36
Arko 228, Fire Orders for 12 Oct and Annex (GFB 225, fol I, pp. 79, 136).

In Memo, Fries, C of Gas Serv, n.d., sub, Contents of Gas Shells ýGHQ
AEF G - 4 Box 4457, 471.6), the 77-mm. shell was said to contain 1.0 lbs
(.3 qt) of agent, the 105-mm. 4.75 lbs (1.4 qts), and the 210-mm. 38.8 lbs
(11.7 qts). A. M. Prentiss, Chemicals in War (New York, 1937), pp. 446 ff.,
says the 7 7-mm. shell held 2.2 lbs of agent (except the blue cross shell,
with 0.27 lb), the 150-mm. 10.6 Ibs, and the 170- and 250-mm. minenwerfer
shells, 26.4 and 52 lbs respectively.

- 22-
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cross shells on a wide variety of targets continued throughout the month,

but after 12 October, as the narrative will show, the volume of fire, whether

in terms of gaseinhoit bursts, gas fire waves, or concentrations, increased

enormously. The bursts of gas were to prove deceptive. The gaseinheit on

a single target might actually be fired in groups of 10 or 25 shells an hour

or more apart. With a number of batteries carrying out this kind of fire over

a wide area both day and night, in cold, damp October weather, the sector was

seldom freeof gas. Since the gas mask could not be worn indefinitely, the

constant slight lung irritation in addition to its effect on morale, was

sooner or later bound to resuilt in casualties, particularly when the volume

of fire was increased.

"The Deadly Effect of Gas Shell"

Orn the night of 11 - 12 October corps ordered the last of its reserves,

the 114th Infantry, to move up from the C8te des Roches to Ormont Farm and

the Ravin de Coassinviux. Passing through the 18th French, it was to attack

the fortified heights of the Bois d'Ormont at 0700.

By afternoon of 12 October, after a series of attacks, the west edge

of the wood had been taken, with the assistance of the 113th Infantry from

the Bois de la Reine, but not before the 114th had lost 118 officers and men

killed and 812 wounded. Company D, rushing machine gun nests in the wood,

came out with 36 men, leaving behind all 6 of its officers and 190 men.37

37
History, pp. 173- 76.
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The woundix. total of 812 was misJleading, since betveen 300 and 500

of that number were gas casualties. G - 2, as usual, reported that "Gas

shells were fired in small quantities [during the dayj without gaining

concentration but sufficient to cause gas alarms." The division history,

reporting the li.ne of the 57th Brigade that night along the Ravin de t3olle-

ville, Bois de la Reone, south aad west edge of tUP Bois d'Ormont, recalled

that "the free use of gas by the enemy during and followlng the attack

caused many casualties in the two regiments." 38

The Division Gas Officer, in a second report on this gas attack (the

first had reported just 9 casualties), said that intense ga6 shelling

began at 0600, 12 October, and continued for 34 hours. Almost 2,000 blue,

green, and yellow cross shells, all calibers, in groups of 300 to 500 were

reportedly fired into the area occupied by the 113th and ll4th Infantry

attacking the Bois d'Ormont (Map No. 4). The brigade reported that

The ravine south of the Bois d'Ormont [wasJ continually shelled by gas ard
high explosives. Enenmy artillery [hndJ been brought up on thn ridge in line
of sight of the 113th Infantry, along the line 27.3 - 81.4 to 27.7 - 81.4,
and [fired. point blank. Reports from the li4th InfantrY state that the
artilleryrfire received by them came frorm the northeast and machin1 9 gun and
artille:,.-y flre...from the two ravines north of the 3oiý. de Moirey.

Advieed by the Division and Regimental Gas Officers to evacuate the

38
DOR, 29th Div, 12 Oct; History, p. 176.

39
SOl, 57th Brigade, 14 Oct (29th Div Box 7, 20.1). The coordinates

designate the wooded Isthmus Just above the Bois de la Reine. Combat
rpts suggest it was the enemy arty, not the 313th Inf, on that line,
although the DGO (in Map No. 4) Indicated that as a gassed area on 12 Cct.

- 24 -
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the area at once, -he 113th Infantry troops were withdrawn, but the 114th

Infantry commander insisted it was not tactically possible while his men

were attacking, and if he did withdraw the enemy was certain to counter-

attack. Both the forward elements and the 114th reserves in the Ravin de

Coassinvaux, approximately 1,500 men, held their positions "in the gassed

area beyond the limit for which it is physically possible for a man to wear

the mask continuously." And the "longer [they] remained in the area the

more rapid was the rate at which the men became casualties." 40

In successive reports, Captain Maynard estimated 100, then 300, and

finally 500 casualties. Hospital records for the period 12 - 14 October

reveal 706 gas casualties in the 114th Infantry, 57 in the 113th. 4 1

Maj. James H. Walton, on the staff of the Chief Gas Officer, First

Army, who was with the division when the attack came, saids "This is one

of the best examples of the deadly effect of gas shell that has come to my

attention. Compare with the effectiveness of an equal number of high

explosives or shrapnel2" Forwarding Major Walton's report on the gas

attack to General Fries, Col John W. N. Schulz, First Army Gas Officer,

40
Msg, RGO 113th Inf to DGO, 1000, 12 Oct (29th Div Box 2ý 32.16);

Rpt on Gas Attack, n.d., signed by Maj Jas. H. Walton* with added notes
by Capt Maynard (Ist Army Box 340); Telg, DGO 29th Div to C CWS, 12 Oct;
Rpt on Gas Attack, 15 Oct; Ltr, DGO to CG 29th Div, 21 Oct, subs Enemy
Gas Activity, 9 - 19 Oct (all in GAF - 29th Div).

41
Analysis, p. 67. Notes All future references to hospital records

of casualties will indicate this same page.
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said the attack was "especially interesting from an offensive standpoint
as showing the effectiveness of mustard gas either for getting evacuation
or, as in this case, for obtaining casualties when the troops exposed must
continue Occupation of an YPerited area." 42

The gas attack actually covered a large portion of the Haumont-Ormont
area. It was carried out by the German 32nd and 151h Divisions, beginning
with a "gas shoot on fsumontschlucht,, on 11 October, probably with yellow
cross, since the next day Arkuom.32, the artillery command of the lloi

5 , reported that "more yellow cross contamination shoots were carried
out." Target areas were not designated. 4 3

Following the Mikqo order on 12 October that more gas be used,
Arko 32 that day said that henceforth
In the nightly harassing fire gas concentrations with HE are to be put down.Deliver in concentrated rapid fire about 20 - 25 rounds of blue rross andafter 3 - 4 minutes follow with the same amount of green cross. Targets 3a,3b, and 4 are the Primary gas targets. Increase use of gas shoots of thistype) The inclusion of ample blue cross in annihilation fire is a basicprinciple.

42
Walton's Rpt on Gas Attack (1st Army Box 340); Ltr, CGO 1st Army toC CWS, 11 Nov, subi Rpt on Gas Attack (GAF - 29th Dlv). See Spencer, II,285 - 91, for the several accounts of the gas shelling, 12 - 14 Oct.

43
Arko 32 WD, 11, 12 Oct (GFB 184, fol III). Arko 32 shows no gasshells expended by its arty until 13 Oct, but may be reporting the 400yellow cross shells fired into Haumontschlucht by the 15th Div on themorning of 11 Oct. The other contamination shoots may also be unrecordedmissions of 15th Divarty. See 135th s Bn lWD, 11 Oct ( D5h• v SubUnits, source k, GFB 168, fol III).
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The annihilation fire areas (targets 3a, 3b, and 4) proved to be

Konservenschlucht and Namenloseschlucht, that is, the eastern edge of

the Bois de Consenvoye and the Ravin de Coassinvaux (Map No. 5 and

Cv/erlay) .44

On 13 October, with 57th Brigade forces in the Bois de la Reino and

along the edges of Bois d'Ormont, and its reserves crowded in Coassinvaux

ravine, 32nd DiviLo.n artillery "carried out yellow cross contamination and

[nonpersistent] gas shoots, fired waves of annihilation fire, and shelled

ravines and approach roads with harassing fire and sudden bursts," putting

down a total of 967 7 7-mm. blue cross shells, 150 105-adm. yellow cross,

and 13,100 HE shells, of which 9,500 were 7 7-mm. The weight of HE that

day was approximately the same as the two previous days.

"Extensive use was made of gas, principally yellow cross," on 14 October

as "ravines and draws, enemy assembly positions, approaches and infantry

strong points [were] energetically shelled," with an expenditure of 2,095

blue cross, 602 green cross, 1,084 yellow cross, and 3,989 HE, all calibers. 4 5

Assisting in this fire, the 15th Division put several hundred blue and

green cross shells and 300 yellow cross shells into the Ravin de Coassinvaux

44
Arko _2Orders 344, 345, 12 and 13 Oct (GFB 184, fol III, pp. 128, 130).

NOTE: Since place names in German orders and reports are based on the
German map (Map No. 5) and often have no equivalents on French maps (cf.
Map No. 2), it is necessary to use the German names.

45
Reduced to 77-mm. equivalents, this totaled 2,501 blue cross, 1,446

green cross, 2,284 yellow cross, and 5,715 HE.
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on the night of 14 - 15 October. 4 6

Altogether, German records indicate that from ii to 14 October more

than 3,000 blue cross, 800 green cross, 2,000 yellow cross, and 43,000 HE

shells, all calibers, fell in the Haumont-Ormont area. Actually, as troop

dispositions in Map No. 2 indicate, probably somewhat more than half of these

shells fell on 57th Brigade troops, the remainder on the area occupied by

the 18th French Division.

The Ultimate Advance

With orders to remain in place, 13 and 14 October were days of com-

parative quiet, said the division history. Except for bursts of gas and

HE at Rich~ne, the 58th Brigade was almost free from enemy fire, and G - 3

referred principally to the 57th Brigade when it said that during those two

days the line "held firmly under heavy machine gun and artillery fire, and

large concentrations of gas." All four regiments of the division as a

result of the fighting, the gas alarms, and gas attacks were reported to

be approaching exhaustion. The gas and machine guns below the Etzel posi-

tion had brought them to a halt.

Actually, said G -2, the enemy line could not be quite located but

46
Arko 3 WD, 13, 14 Oct; 135th Fussa Bn WD, 14, 15 Oct (15th Div

Sub Units, source k, GFB 168, fol III); it Bn 135th Fussa Reqt WE,
13 - 14 Oct (1b_.A., source 1); Intel Bul Ic 126, 136/10, 15th Div,
13 - 15 Oct (GFB 167, fol I, pp. 73, 75).
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appeared to run southeast and northwest through Molleville Farm (as verified

in Map No. 6). It seemed to be a succession of machine gun nests, with

infantry companies practically machine gun companies, and the crest of

every hill on the front so organized as to be "more like a fort than a

line." 47

These crests - the heights of the Grande Montagne - would have to be

neitralized before another advance could be made. The attack on them,

a coo'bined operation of the 33rd, 29th, and 18th French Divisions, was

set for 15 October.

The 29th Division artillery was to be allotted 14,760 7 7 -mm. and 4,532

155-mm. NE shells to silence the enemy machine guns on its front and 6,000

gas shells to neutralize the enemy artillery positions in the Bois d'Etrayes.

The gassing was to begin a half hour before the ittack and continue for two

and a half hours after zero hour (Map No. 7).48 But the 6,000 gas shells

requested for this mission were first reduced to 4,560 and then, at the

last minute, omitted from the firing schedule. And only a portion of the HE

was fired, on the north edge of Molleville Farm clearing and in Bultruy Bois,

47
DOR, 29th Div, 14 Oct; SOI, 11- 12 Oct; History, p. 180.

48
Until mid-Oct the principal mass of 228th Div arty was above the line

Villeneu-ie Farm-Etraye, when it moved northeast of Haraimont (see overlays
in GFB 225). 32nd Div arty after mid-Oct was in a semicircle above Etraye
and to the east of that town (GFB 184). 15th Div arty was !ibove Chaumont,
southeast of Damvillers (GFB )67). An overlay of 32nd=, 1t Ld, and 15th
Div arty for the period 14- 27 Oct shows 32nd Div west of Damvillers, -st
.dw and 15th Div arty massed above Chaumont (GFB 141, fol II, p. 123). See
Map No. 2 for these locations.
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whhen suppl]' limited the prepa~ratlon to a half hour. 49

At 0800, 15 O•Ttober, the 58th Brigade enoved out of its entrenchments

in Bossois Bois and in heavy fog resumed its attack on the Grande ,Montagne.

"Just beforethe Lll6thJ regiment went over, a barrage of H.E. and [blue

cross] gas shell was thrown on it.,.[and moreJ gas was used on the troops as

they advarvced....[resulting inj some forty gas casualties." Hospital records

show 150 gas cases 5n the brigade that day and the next.- 0

The 116th Infantry was probably near Klelner Stern, below Bossois Bois,
for that was the area gassed by _A.ko2 and k that morning. A.rko22,

which had been keepinj the 33rd Division sector gassed since the beginning

of the campaign, swung several of its batteries around when AZko 3. called

for assistance, and for the next ten days kept thr Richene area under daily

gas fire. But except for several contamination :ilssions, the records do not

indicate any greater fire than 100 to 200 gcs shells daily by Lrko 8 on

29th Division targets. The greatest volumne of' gas and HE fire .continued

49
See FO 6, 158th FA Brig, 1500, 14 Oct, and revisions to Append III

(83rd Div Box 2, 32.1). FO 20, 29th Div, 1600, 13 Oct, called only fox
the half-hour prep.

Rpt, Opns 0, 322nd FA, sub, Fires Carried Out... ]&I - 15 Oct, n.d.
(83rd Div Box 2, 33.1), said 3,272 gas sheils were fired between 0730 - 1100
on 15 Oct, but this is not confirmed in the FA brigade history or in any 29th
Div record. General Morton (Analysis, p. 79 ) appears to deny It. History,
p. 181, says that corps did not have ammo enough to support the attack with
heavy arty fire on Bultruy Bois and Bois d'Etrayes, as desired, and the 29th's
own short supply limited its prep to a half hour.

50
Ltr, DGO to CGO 1st Army, 20 Oct, sub: Enemy Gas Activity, 9 - 19 Oct

(GAF- 29th Div).
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to come from Arko 32, in the Bois d'Etrayes.

On the night of the lth, with companies scatterod through Bultruy Bols

following the day's fighting for Molleville Farm, advanred alen.ents of the

116th Infantry were on the edge of the Grande Montagns, approximately 600

meters from the jump-off line. Again it was the 'machine gun fire "which...

the heavy bombardment had not silenced" tnat prevented a further advance.

The attack battalion of the 116th Infantry lost 15 officers and 533 men that

day and had t•o be taken out of the line 5 1 The 115th Infantry, with appro-i-

mately 30 killqd and 250 to 300 wounded and gassed, had 1,550 effectives left

in the regiment, all of them "all in physically...and very nervous, due to

the incesc3ant bonibcrdment." 52

After a night of pounding by the enemy batteries in the Bois d'Etrayes,

the attack waQ continued at 0930, 16 October. Under almost continuous gas-

sing that 6fternoor,, it was 1900 hours before the brigado reached the First

Objective of Exploitation, above Hill 370, Its left flank refused in les

Rappes and the Ravin de Moyemont where it joined the 33rd Division. 5 3 The

brigade was to remain in this approximate position until relieved two weeks

51
Every at'iack order of the 29th contained the sentences "Assault bat-

talions will be relieved only when necessaryi each one will be pushed to
its limit."

52
Msg, CO 115th Inf to G - 2 29th Div, 0845, 16 Oct (29th Div Box 2,

32.16); Ltr, Palmez CO 58th Brigp 24 Dec, above; History, pp. 181 - 82,
186.

53 DOR, 29th Div, 15 -16 Oct.
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lat r.. 5'4

On the right, the 57th Brigade, spread along the southern edge of

Eultruy Bols, south side of Ravin de Molleville, and on the edge of the Bois

d'Ormont, continued to consolidate its positions under steady gas and HE

fire (Map No. 8). "On the 15th," the division history said, "the enemy...

sent over such a concentration' of gas that the men of some of the companies

[werej compelled to wear gas masks for over two hours and to move out of the

ravines and low places." The Regimental Gas Officer of the 114th Infantry

reported from the Ravin de Coassinvauxi

All men in this sector have been under gas for 22 hours and are showing the
effects of it: sore throats and bleeding at thenose. No means-of protection
except our masks, which have been worn intermittently for Ibout 60 hours, in
my opinion much further exposure will have fatal resu lts.D

Captain Maynard, the Division Gas Officer, estimated that almost 4,000

blue, green, and yellow cross shells fell on the 113th and 114th Infantry

in an 11-hour oeriod beginning 1800, 14 October. (The 114th Infantry RGO,

who called "this the troOt important attack we had," said it began that morn-

ing at 0730 and lasted for 35 hours.) Maynard reported 100 gas casualties

54
Field notes made 26 - 271 May 1919 concerning these positions held by

the 58th Brig said: "Identifications on the ground in this sector are
extremely difficult due to the fact that very little consolidation was done
by the Americans. Although abandoned American equipment was found everywhere,
little of it is marked with the designation of the organization" (Field Notes
in 29th Div Box 4, 33.6).

55
History, p. 189; 2nd Lt G. L. Bussey, Rpt on Gas Attack, 15 Oct 4

(29th Div Box 9, 33.6). Note: No war gas produced nose bleed as a charac-
teristic symptom.
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in the 114th Infantry and just one in the 113th Infantry when a shell burst

within a few feet of a man and "gassed him before he could get his mask on.

Death was almost instantaneous." Hospital records indicate there were prob-

ably over 200 gas casualties that night. 5 6

The difficulties of the 29th Division Gas Officer in distinguishing the

succession of gas attacks is explained in the fire orders of Arko 3 In an

effort to save a portion of their Volker position and prevent any further

advance against the Etzel position, the German artillery kept the entire

attack front and intermediate area under almost constant HE and gas fire,

while all draws, ravines and approaches farther back that might harbor reen-

forcement& or reserves were kept under gas harassment to the limit of supply.

On 15 October Arko 32 reported that its batteries "participated chiefly in

the defense against the enemy attack," and at night "shelled draws and approaches

with harassing fire," expending on the 29th Division front a total of 5,240

blue cross, 328 green cross, 1,122 yellow cross, and 5,216 shrapnel shells,

all calibers. 5 7

The next day, 16 October, Arko 32 reported it swept the zone of

attack with waves of annihilation fire, put harassing fire on intermediate

56
Rpt on Gas Attack, 17 Oct. Spencer, II, 291 also cites the 113th Inf

RGO rpt of the instantaneous death, no other casualties, as the result of
12,000 gas shells (sic) on the night of 14 - 15 Oct.

57 Equivalent in 7 7-mm. to 9,047 blue cross, 1,296 green cross, 1,584 yellow
cross, and 12,746 shrapnel shells.
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and rear areas, and yellow cross on Kle.ner Stern and Schaumbergmulde,

firing a total of 1,821 77-mm. blue cross, 106 150-mm. green cross, 30

10-cm. yellow cross, and the equivalent of 10,530 7 7-mm. shrapnel shells.

A summary report on 16 October confirmed that during the week its batteries

had contaminated Haumont, Konservenschluchtj Kanonenschlucht, Tiefeschlucht,

Namenloseschlucht, the woods west of Konservenschlucht, and the area above

Kanonenschlucht. The heavy expenditure of shell now made

great economy necessary.... In annihilation fire blue cross will be used only
in slight amounts. Harassing fire and sudden bursts in areas farther than
one kilometer in front of our first line are to be executed principally with
blue cross and H.E. 5 8

In the two days of fire, enemy artillery had subjected the 29th Divi-

sion sector and that on the right to 8,647 gas shells and 8,842 rounds of

shrapnel (the equivalent of 14,868 77-mm. gas shells and 23,276 77-mm. shrapnel

shells), the greatest weight falling in the right half of the sector.

The 57th Brigade above Ormont Farm was no)# "exceptionally tired

physically." On 16 October the remains of the 1st Battalion, 114th Infantry,

was brought down to the C6te des Roches to rest. The elements of the French

division on the right had had to be relieved the day before, by a regiment

of the 26th American Division. Two dayslater, on 18 October, the remaining

three battalions of the 113th and 114th Infantry in the line were also

58
Ark 2 WD, 15, 16 Oct; Weekly Rpt, 8 - 15 Oct; Arty Order 363,

16 Oct (GFB 184, fol III, pp. 134, 139).
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relieved. The brigade was used up, and the division history was to say that

"The question of reequipping the 57th Brigade for further service was a seri-

ous one."

On the night of the 16th, its positions "considered by the corps com-

mander to be the ultimate advance practicable to the north until the capture

of Ormont woods," the division was ordered to dig in and organize the Grande

Montagne Sector. G - 3 reported that in its nine days of fighting for the

Grande Montagne the division had lost 88 officers and 2,876 men, of whom

392 were killed, 952 gassed, and 1,620 wounded. (Hospital records show a

total of 1,424 gassed and 1,855 wounded as of the night of 16 October.) The

men "had fought until their organizations were but skeletons, and they them-

selves nerve worn, gassed, and physically exhausted." 60

For the next six days the division was to remain in place while the

enemy, with perfect observation of the entire front from Hill 378, poured

high explosives and gas into the sector. 6 1 For three days in a row, according

59
DOR, 29th Div, 16 - 18 Oct; History, pp. 189, 192. In partial explana-

tion of the problem of the 57th Brigade may be Gen Morton's rumark that "One
regiment disregarded the order [to carry their packs into the fighti and lost
their packs entirely" (Rpt, 25 Apr 1919, 29th Div Box 1, 11.4).

60
Rpt, CG 29th Div, 25 Apr 1919, sub, Services of the 29th Div with the

AEF (29th Div Box 1, 11.4); FO 21, 29t0 Div, 1930, 16 Oct; DOR, 16 Oct;
History, p. 233.

61
Concerning the period 17 - 22 Oct, corps said: "Cette periode n'

ete marquee par aucune action important en raison de la fatigue des units
et de la falble quantite de munitions allouees." Resume des Operations
executees...par le 17 e. C. A., p. 22 (French Files Box 88, 30.4).

40
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to G - 3, the division 75's harassed Hill 378 with 200 rounds of H4 each

day, but there was no let up in the fire or its accuracy.

In the "general use of gas throughout the sector" on 16 - 17 October,

"four hundred gas shells were observed in the immediate vicinity of the

113th Infantry P. C.," and on 18 October, in addition to a "fairly heavy

concentration [of gasJ in the Bois de Consenvoye, brought out by the sun

this morning," the front lines were sharply shelled with phosgene and mustard

gas. Daily through 22 October regimental FCs and troop areas in les Rappes,

Bossois Bois, Bois de Consenvoye, Malbrouck Ridge, and the valley between

Bois de ia Reine and Bois d'Ormont were gassed with small quantities of

phosgene and mustard, while mixed gas and HE fire "extended over the rear

areas and lines of communication from Samogneux to Verdun." 62

The gas fire below Samogneux was the work of 15th Division artillery.

Ar±ko.32 confined itself to the immediate 29th and 26th Division sectors.

In the morning hours of 17 October, in support of a counterattack by the

228th Division against the 33rd Division, Arko 32 put harassing gas fire on

Kohlerschlucht, around Kleiner Stern (the site of 115th Infantry kitchens),

and on the fozward positions of the 58th Brigade. The roads, ravi~es, and

woods in the sector were harassed through the afternoon and night with

1,793 7 7-mnm. blue cross, 650 77-mm. and 130 155-mm. yellow cross, and

3,093 (equivalent of 8,292 7 7-mm.) rounds of shrapnel. Arko 228 that day

62
SOI 8 - 14, 16 - 23 Oct; DOR, 18 - 20 Oct; Ltr, Upton, CG 57th Brig

to CG 29th Div, 23 Dec, sub: Rpt of Action of 57th Brig North of Verdun
( Suppl Rpts, 29th Div Box 4, 33.6).
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carried out a conLamination shoot of Eichenvald [Bois Plat-CheneJ with some

or all of the 1,200 yellow cross shells previously allotted for the mission,

and it may have been fumes from that gassing that were noticed in the Bois de

Consenvoye the next morning. 6 3

No targets were given for the 633 77-mm. blue cross, 157 77-mm. and 75

105-mm. green cross, 150 77-mm. yellow cross, and the 1,453 (equivalent to

3,000 77-mm.) shrapnel rounJs mixed in the gas fire on 10 October. On the

19th, 636 blue cross, all calibers and 408 77-mm. green cross shells were

put into Kohler-, Turken-, and Schaumbergsclhluchten. Dugouts around Kleiner

Stern, the Ormont Farm area, and the crossroads at Consenvoye were contamin-

ated that day with more than 307 77-mm. and 250 10-cm. yellow cross shells,

while Arko 228 assisted in the contamination of Kleiner Stern. Mixed in the

gas fire were 308 shrapnel rounds, all calibers (see overlay to Map No. 5).64

On the left, where Arko 228 covered the sector uf the 33rd Division and

58th Brigade, 29th Division, specific gas missions are more difficult to

determine since they were carried out in gaseinheits on widely dispersed

targets. 228th Division artillery orders are available only for the period

12 - 22 October, during which time gas missions with a total of 14,700 blue

63
A•ko p? WD, 17 Oct; Arko 228 Fire Order for 16 - 17 Oct; Evening

Rpt, 228th Div to Maas Ost, 17 Oct (GFB 225, fol Ia, pp. £2, 92). For
Klc-ner Stern, see Memo Asst DGO to DGO, 26 Oct, n.s. (29th Div Box 4, 33.6).

64
Arko 32 WD, 18 and 19 Oct; Arko_32 Fire Order for night of 18 - 19 Oct

(GFB 184, fol III, pp. 142 - 43); Intel Bul, 228th Div, 19 - 20 Oct (CFB
225, fol Ia, p. 127).
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and green cross shells and 3,400 yellow cross shells were ordered fired. No

large-scale or crash concentrations of blue or green cross gas have been

found. In a few instances yellow cross gas was also fired in short bursts

over a peviod ol" time, as on 10 October. But all the 1,200 yellow cross

shells allotted for the contamination of Elchenwald [Bois Plat-Chenej on

19 October were probably fired in an hour's rain of shells, as were the

contamination shoots on the center of the Bois de Consenvoye and the battery

positions below Plat-Chene on 19 and 22 October.

In most instances, 228th Division headquarters and artillery war diaries

and daily reports for the period 12 - 22 October merely confirm gas fire on

the targets designated in the orders, but without ammo consumption reports

it can only be assumed that all the missions were carried out as ordered. The

gas fire continued daily after 22 October but on a reduced scale (probably

between 200 and 500 rounds per day) as the thin forces of the 33rd and 29th

Divisions that remained in the line ceased to threaten.

Another reason for the reduced fire across the front may have been the

supply of gas and HE in Maas Ost dumps, necessitating a change in its gas

fire plan. Shrapnel had already been largely substituted for HE fire. In

an order on 18 October, Maas Ost cut down on area firing and instead pro-

posed "in the coming days" the systematic shelling of .:rossroads and road-

forks to disrupt enemy traffic and destroy his communications:
0

More damage can be done to enemy traffic by continuous shelling of [sensitivej
points than by attempting to cover the entire treffic rcute with fire. In
this way greater and more effective use of gas can be made in the fire missions.
This shelling should be irregular as to time and method of fire, but locally
"coordinated.
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In the same or-der, the lst Austro-Hungarian Division artillery was

made responsible for roadforks west of the Meuse and those at Consenvoye;

228th Division for those below Bois Plat-Chene, at Grosser Stern and

Klelner Stern; 3?nd Divlsion for those around Brabant and Haumont, the

road above Cote 338, and the crossroads at the Junction of the ravines below

Ormont Farm. The heavy b&tteries of the lst Austro-Hungarian were to cover

communication lines around Samogneux and on the west bank of the Meuse, while

corps heavies would interdict the road network at Vacherauville and Bras.

"If the weather improves, further contamination shoots will be carried out

according to plan." 65

Gas Attriticon

G - 2, paraphrasing the Division Gas Officer report for the period 9 -

19 October, said in a Summary of Intelligence that

Since October 9th gas shelling of one kind or another has been continuous.
Favorable weather, cool and misty with frequent light rains, low wind velocity,
and the valleys and deep ravines have formed an ideal setting for the defen-
sive use of gas. The rapid advance of our troops beyond [whereJ the enemy
had constructed dugouts made it necessar ... to take shelter from artillery
and machine gun fire in [the gas-filled] ravines.

(Captain Maynard was more explicit, saying the troops were "stationed in

ravines and woods - the very places where gas shelling is most effective.")

Gas has been used mainly against the reserves. Green cross, blue cross and
mustard have been combined in each attack, frequently beginning with the
first two and mixing in the third as the firing progressed. Blue cross and

65
Maa Ost Gp Order Ia 4480, 18 Oct (in 192nd Div records, GFB 214, fol I,

p. 27).
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some green cross have been employed several times along with H.E. in a defen-
sive barrage.

Whenever possible the enemy seems to have immaediately gassed areas evacuated
by him. Blue cross and some lachryrnatory gas have been used on roads. Con-
siderable gas has been used around P.C.s, but comparatively little in counter-
battery work.

In his report, Captain Maynard added that he was puzzled by the large quan-

tities of blue cross gas "thrown along roads where traffice was heavy. The

reason for the use of blue cross here is not clear. It has had a harassing

effect but caused very few casualties," 66

Aside from the fact that hospital records were to show more than 800

men admitted with symptoms of blue cross poisoning, it seems not to have

occurred to Captain Maynard that the violent vomiting induced by diphenyl-

chloroarsine, or the prolonged wearing of the mask necessitated by its

presence, resulted in rapid physical exhaustion of the men. He was content

to say that "from the observation of many of the casualties it is...believed

that several, although they had been in gas, were suffering primarily from

colds and fatigue."

Total gas casualties up tc 19 October,"as shown by hospital records at

Glorieux," said Captain Maynard, were 1,196 (a count of hospital admission

lists reveals 1,556), the result of at least 20,000 gas shells. Beside

eleven more or less specific gas attacks on particular targets, advancing

66
SOI 16, 29th Div, 24 - 25 Oct; Ltr, DGO 29th Div to CGO ist Army,

20 Oct, sub: Enemy Gas Activity 9 to 19 Oct (GAF - 29th Div).
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troops had entered contaminated areas and failed to recogoize the presence

o0f gas until too late; they had removed their masks too soon, particularly

while advancing at night over gassed, shell-torn ground; or had failed to

evacuate or make frequent reliefs in areas continuously shell•ed. M¶any

body burns and some lung cases resulted from taking refuge in gas shell

holes to escape machine gun fire -- including airplane machine guns. Runners

and stretchor bearors reported that they had encountered gas nearly every-

where in the sector. This was borne out by the casualty list in the ambulance

section of the Sanitary Train showing 3 men killed, 9 wounded, and 28 gassed

during the campaign. 6 7

General Claudel, surveying the daily reports of gas casualties in the

33rd and 29th Divisions and comparing them with similar casualties in his

French divisions (see Analysis, p. 74) sent a memo to the two divisions, for

distribution down to company commanders, expressing alarm at their rates of

attrition by gas. Such numbers could only be the result of negligence or

Inexperience, and he ordur3d better organization of the American sectors,

greater decontamination efforts, and daily instruction of the troops, with

particular emphasis on the wearing of the gas mask and the hazards of mustard

gas.

The same .o (the French daily operations reports or DORs)

that reported the daily tire', blessis, intoxipuus, and disparu [killed,

wounded, gassed, and missing] in Claudel's corps also reported the pieds

67 Ltr, DGO to CGO 1st Army, 20 Oct, sub: Enemy Gas Activity 9 - 19 Oct,
and Ltr, DGO to CG 29th Div, 21 Oct, same sub (GAF - 29th Div); Ltr, Div
Surg to CG 29th Div, 15 Jan 1919, sub: Opns of 104th San Tr, 8 - 29 Oct 4:
(Suppl Rpts, 29th Div Box 4, 33.6).
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i•l•ss [frozen feetJ, those hospitalized with trench foot. In the period

10 - 16 October, a total of 875 officers and men in the 18th French and

26th French Divisions were evacuated suffering from trench foot. It was

one of the reasona for the relief of the 18th French front by the 57th

Brigade. By comparison, the 29th Division was to report 29 cases of trench

foot, the 33rd Division just one case, all in the last week of October. 6 8

As the men rested and retrained at corps direction, and recovered from

the "wet weather and hard fighting," rumor went the rounds that higher head-

quarters had forgotten that they were in the line, that it had been left to

the French to effect their relief, or that the French were waiting for Ameri-

can authority to relieve them. They heard that the 26th Division was com!ng

into their sector, but on 16 October it relieved the 18th French instead.

Four days later, the 10th Colonial was said to be comirg to their relief,

but it replaced the 33rd Division on the left. The division h&d two long

weeks to go.69

The last Operation

One rumor, of still another assault against the German machine gunc

above them, became fact on 20 October when the 29th and 26th Divisions

68
Instru No. 8, 29th Div, 1030, 18 Oct, sub; Orders from Hq 17th Corps

(29th Div Box 2, 32.11); Comptes-rendus, XVII Corps (French Files Box 92,
30-3).

69

History, p. 231; DOR, 29th Div, 18 Oct.
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received orJers -to take the ridge in the Bole d'Etý'oyes. For almost to

weeks t hi.& had been the source of prohibito':y artillcry end smnll arms fire,

tne German batteries on the height supporting their forces in Belleu wood

end protecting their troops infiltrating into the Bois d'Ormont. Ormorit

wood could not be taken until Belleu wood) looking down on it, was captured,

and Etrayes ridge was a necessary preliminary to Belleu wcod,70

At a %on.erente at corps headquarters General Morton learned that gas

was to be used in the preparation, assisting a 29th Division attack foz the

firvt time%

The Etrayes ravine will be gatsed during the preceding night by the corps
artillery. No gas will be used in the woods. .General Claudel thin4s that
this is the last operation Gur men will be called upon to take part in before
they aie relieved and asks that every measure be taken to hearten thorn up
for this advance which he anticipates wJi1 be the eisiest one we have yet
made.?71

The attack, set for 22 October, was delayed a day to permit a maxiimjin ol

recniperation and reorganization of the troops.

Meanwhile the daily gas fire cintlnued but at a diminished rate. On

~70

F') 22, 29th D3w. 2330. 20 Oft; Rpt, CG 29th Div, 25 Apr 1919, sub:
Services of the 29th liv with the AEF (29th Div Box 1, 11.4); G - 3 Order
689-5/3, 17th Fr Corps, 23 Oct (29th Div Box 3, 32.7).

71
Notes on Conf 4t P.C. !7th Corps, 20 Oct (29th Div Box 2, 32). 17th

Corps Compte-Rendu, 23 - 24 Oct, rptd "10 tirs de neutralisation et une con-
centration sur Et rayas," but "neutralisation' was not necessarily carried out
with gas, ard no gas shell were rptd expended that day. The only gas shown
in daily ammo expenditure lists in the Comptes-Rendus for the period occurs
on 16 - 17 Oct when 700 75-mm. special and 14,189 HE were fired, targets
Snot designated.
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20 October theU fiehd guh's Of A.-c fi' fired azi .,ost 6,C00 round,;, all. c.alibox.,.

of mixed ga, nd HE inlo the 29th [)tvivun sectoi, including 525 77- ard 105,n_,i.

blue cross and '1"5 105-mm. green cross shells into Turkernschlucht and %',olle-

villeschlucht and around Kleinez Stern, 200 77-rmm yellow cross shells on

dugouts alona the Consen',,oe,-Kleiner Stern road, and 500 7 7-nn. arnd 10-cm.

yellow crocs shells In the ravine sooth cf Consenvoye (the old Nagen pozition)

and above Brabanterhoehe. No ,qaa reports for 21 October have been found,

but on 22 October itA batteriez fired a total of 3,420 gas and HK shells

(equivalent to 6,440 7 7-no. rounds) :rn unidentified "blue and green cross

shoots, n.ontaraliaation shoots, and bursts of fire...conforming to the firing

Order. 2

29th Division G- 3 reported the 24-hour periud ending at noon on

22 October as "very quiet," although in that period

a few gas shell,- fell on Bossols Bols. Later about 2000 gas shells were
received in the arec occupied by the 113th Infantry, causing 14 casualties.
Samogneux, Rlavine de Boussiere' and vicinity of Haumorlt were sprinkled with a
light concerhtration of mustard gas. The roads and woods in our left sector
were likewise heavily shelled with high explosives, shrapnel, and gas, especially
between 14:00 and 16t30 o'clock .... The battalion P.C. on Richene Hill..[receivedJ
a fairly heavy co-icentratlun uf gas sent over at 19;00 o'clock. The back areas
recelve6 a sufficient concentration of gas shells on the roads to cause gas
alarms in the vicinity of Vacherauville at 3:30 o'clock this mornli.ng. 3

Much of the gas in tho left sector of the 29th Division was firad by

Arko 228_, its units issuing reports almost every day to the •nd of the month

72
hrko 32 VD, 20, 22 Oct; Arkoo32 Fire Order for 19 - 20 Oct (GF!3 184,

fol Ill, p. 145).

73
DOP, 29th Div, 21- 22 Oct.
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that h~rasning qas fir'e, bursts of gas, or small contaminationl shoots

this fire seldom totaling more than .100 )r 200 rounds, but occa~iorjiily

"mit vorwie"end gas" [with a preponderance of gas] - had been put c-n

Klilner Stern, Hill 371, Grosser Stern, and Koboldg.und (see Overlay to

Map No. 5).j4

Between 21 - 23 October, said Captain Maynard, a total of 4,800 gas

shells fell on troop and artillery areas, almost all of it intermittent fire,

resulting in 49 gas casualtios. Hospital records show 102 gas cases admitted

on those days.75

Possibly in retaliation for the ga5 Preparation on Etrayes ravine earlier

that night (for which there are no details),76 at 0400, 23 October, as the

attack battalion of the 113th Infantry with its nmchine gun company was mov-

ing up for the attack, "snemy artillery droppad about 400 shells, 200 of which

were gas, in the vicinity of Molleville Farm...[and] a whole section of the

74

See Arko 228 Fire Orders in GFB 225, fol Ia; 2tDiv Intel Buls
and Rpts to Mags Ost through 25 Oct I tbit.); and Aro2 battery WDs
through 29 Oct in GFB 225, fols Il avd III. A.ko2_? 8 QWD fragments for
1 - 2 Nov (GFB 225, Eol IV) indicate that contamination shoots were carried
out to the last in the former 33rd Div sector.

75
Rpts on Gas Attack dated 21, 22, 23 Oct.

76
R'sume des Operations Execut~e...par le 17 e. C.A. (French Files Box 88,

30-4) says only that a 4b-minute prep preceded the attack.
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rnachine gun company was gassed."' 77 With elements of the 115th, 116th, and

113th Infantry in line almost north and south through Molleville Farm (M.ap

No. 9), at 0615 the lines advanced against Pylone Observatory, the high

point in the Bois d'Etrayes from which th enemy had a clear view of the

front almost to Verdun.

General Morton said that the gas preparation "along the Ravin d'Etrayes...

produced great effect," but the results of the attack tend to deny it. Cer-

tainly, the troops were in no c-ondition to take advantage of it. That evening

the line had advanced about one kilometer to the east on an 800-meter front as

the 116th Infantry reached Hill 361. The 113th Infantry, after losing many

of its men in the attack through Bultruy Bois, approached the observatory

but was forced to withdraw during the night, and the 26th Division, after clear-

ing le Houppy Bois and entering the Bois de Wavrille, was driven back by

machine gun fire to the north edge of the Bois de la Reine. A small force,

however, that took the heights in Belleu Bois remained there temporarily.

During tl;c night a battalion of the 114th Infantry relieved the remains

of the 113th unit. Some of its men were found "near a wooded ravine (26.4 -

79,5) saturated with phosgene and blue cross," too tired to move. All were

History, p. 194. This may have been part of Arko 32 heavy arty fire
on I-Wumontwold and the ravine* to the north and south, in support of a con-
tamination shoot carried out by the 1 against the 26th Div sector on
23 Oct (i-!thi& WD, 23 Oct, GFB 167, fol I). Later gas missions by the
tbPly, and by the L which relieved it on 26 Oct, were in the

26th Div sector* See Spencer, II, 247 ff.

78
DOR, 24 - 25 Oct; History, pp. 196 - 97, 200.
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"so weak it was necessary to halt three times in one kilometer" on the way

down to the Cote des Roches. At Roches, the battalion comnander reported

the combined strength of two of his companies as 45 men. 7 9

Reporting the relief of the 32nd Division that day, G - 2 said the

German division had been reduced to a "skeleton organization." The 122nd

Division, coming in "hurriedly" to replace the 32nI", counterattacked the next

morning "to regain the Etraye-Ridge and the Jagerhohe [the height in Belleu

Bois], which had been lost by the 32 1.1'" 80 The 26th Division bore the

weight of the battle for Jagerhohe all that week, but the 29th also suffered

as enemy forces infiltrated its lines repeatedly and raised havoc with the

exhausted troops. The infiltration was not difficult, "due to the ever

decreasing number of [our] effectives and the enlarged front...[that made

it] necessary to have a large portion of each regiment in the front line."'81

79
Quoted in ltr, CG 57th Brig, 24 Dec, above. The coordinates point to a

ravine in the Bois de Brabant. Notes Though its combat record seems the most
detailed, in the final reckoning the 113th Inf proved to have taken the fewest
number of casualties in the division.

80
192nd Div WD, 23 - 27 Oct (GFB 214, fol I). SOl 16, 29th Div, 24 - 25

Oct, and Spec Rpt, G - 2, n.d. (29th Div Box 1, 21.2), rptd the relief of
the 32nd.

61
History, p. 198. Tompkins, Maryland Fighters of the Great War, p. 63,

says that on successive nights 23 - 25 Oct each of the battalions of the
115th Inf held the line, the ridge finally being taken by the last relieving
battalion. On 27 Oct the 116th Inf was withdrawn, leaving the 115th to hold
until the div was relieved. In this opn alone the 115th was said to have
lost 131 killed, 900 wounded. So large a number is not supported by hospital
records.
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There was little fight left in the division and the remaining days

of the campaign were uneventful except for the steady rain of high explo-

"sives and phosgene and mustard gas fired by four enemy artillery regiments

that had been located but could not be reached. Straggling assumed serious

proportions as the troops sought to escape the gas.82

On the 27th, the 114th Infantry took part in the attack of the 26th Divi-

sion on Belleu Bois, Bois d'Ormont, and the west edge of the Bois de Moirey.

But no appreciable advance was to be made on that front until the closing

days of the war (Map No. 10).

Concerning the attack, G - 2 said only that "Our troops on the right...

withdrew this morning to conform to the attack of the 26th Division." G - 3

later reported that they succeeded in reaching their limited objective, even

though plans for machine gun support for the attack went awry when an officer

placed 28 men of the company in a dugout in which the Germans had exploded

yellow cross shells before their departure. All 28 had to be evacuated, and

with its previously killed and wounded, all that was left of the machine gun

company as a fighting unit was one section08 3

82
SOI 15, 29th Div, 23 - 24 Oct; DOR 23 - 24 Oct. Memo, CG 29th Div

to all orgn comdrs, 31 Oct (29th Div Box 5, 50.4), rpted at length on the
problem of stragglers in the last weeks of the campaign, with the comment
that gas "affords a loop-hole for these characters to escape detection."

83
S0I 18, 26 - 27 Oct; DOR, 27 - 28; History, p. 201; Rpt, CO 114th

Inf, 27 Oct, sub: Rpt of Opns, 27 Oct (29th Div Box 9, 33.1). RGO Rpt on
Gas Attack, 27 Oct (29th Div Box 9, 33.6), counted 29 casualties.
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The relief of the 29th by the 79th Division was announced on 27 October

and over the next several days, while enemy artillery repeatedly gas3ed the

sector from Hill 338 down to the Samogneux-Haumont road, the division was

sorted out And the sector reorganized. 8 4  On the night of the 26th the 192nd

kLi§io artillery, with a _st Landwehr flanking group joined, carried on

where the 32nd had left off, putting down "annihilation fire several times on

the whole front..,.Gas was used part of the time.... [i.e. 1,140 rounds of blue

cross] and Haraumont schlucht was drenched with gas." 85 The sector was

subjected to repeated harassing fire with HE and blue cross gas through 27

and 28 October, and on the night of the 28th the "ravine east of Molleville

was drenched with [800 rounds of yellow cross] gas." 0it 29 October gas was

included in repeated waves of annihilation fire, and "from 12 midnight the

head of Mollevilleschlucht was drenched with gas as were also Buschtal and

Kruckenschlucht." The north edge of Kruckenschlucht was again gassed on 30

October, and the next night, as the 79th Division completed the relief of the

29th Division, Mollevilleschlucht was heavily gassed again (see Overlay to

Map No. 5).86

84
FO 24, 29th Div, noon, 27 Oct; DOR, 26 - 29 Oct.

85
lst Ldw Div order IaNr 7692, 26 Oct (in 192nd Div records, GFB 214,

fol I, p. 65), called for 300 77-mm. and 100 105-mm. shelli "preferably
gas" in 20-shell bursts on targets in the Ormont Fie area, and 50 155-mm.
yellow cross shells on Haumontschlucht. Stab Felda R 19V V, 26 Oct
(source d, GFB 214, fol III).

86 192nd Div WD, 27 - 31. Oct (GFB 214, fol I). See 1lt idw and 192nd Div
orders and WD's in GFB 214, fols Ia, III, and IV.
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Duxing the -,,,eek ending 31 October, the 192nd Division reported,

Our oon artillery wjas unusually active. They shelled roads, crossings, ravines,
woods and troops positions wjth heavy harassing fire Land] fired for effect on
enemy batterios. Additional batteries were shelled with blue cross. Krucken-
schlucht, the junction of Nlamenlose-, Krucken-, and Konservenschluchten and the
junction of ?•.1levilleschlucht and Buschtal wer,3 contaminated.

An artillery unit headquarters added:

When weather permits, missions will be carried out only with gas ammunition,because ammunition is in scarce supply and we can fiqure two days' fire inthe gun positions by counting in the gas ammunition. 8 7

In his weekly report covering the period 20 - 26 October, Captain

Maynard estimated that 12,000 gas shells had fallen in the sector, most

of them coming in concentrated bursts of 50 to 200 shells, resulting in

"an almost constant presence of gas in many ravines and selected places

in woods." (His sketch of the general area gassed appears as Map No. 11.)

He said he had reported ten specific attacks in the period, but like many of

the eleven reported earlier, the accounts were somewhat artificial since

it was almost impossible to distinguish separate attacks. Gas casualties

had been held to 208 that week as it became possible to evacuate mustard

gassed areas and areas continuously shelled. 8 8 More likely, straggling

accounted for much of the exodus.

Another report, but covering the period 20 - 29 October, revised the

87
Aeekly rpt, 192nd Div, 31 Oct (GFB 214, fol I, p. 77); Stab Felda Regt192 WD, 31 Oct (source d, GFB 214, fol III).

88
Ltr, DGO to CGO Ist Army, 29 Oct, sub: Enemy Gas Activity 20 - 26 Oct

(GAF - 29th Div).
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total of gas casualties to 290 with the comment that these casualties

represented just a fourth of those suffered in the period 9 - 19 OCtober,

owing to fewer troops exposed, a diminution in enemy gas fire, evacuaion

of untenable areas, and increased precautions taken by unit commanders. A

tabulation of fourteen "specific" gas attacks in the period show.ed that

9,075 gas shells had produced 115 casualties. Unidentified gas shelling

and traversing of previously contaminated terrain accounted for the remain-

ing 175 gas casualties. 8 9

The relief of the 29th Division took place 29 - 31 October as the

115th Infantry on the edge of the Grande Montagne and the 113th in the Bois

d'Ormont made way for the incoming 79th. There as everywhere in the sector

the men of the 29th came out "emaciated, with eyes sunken, with voices

husky from gas, and with nerves strained to the breaking point." 90

The division moved down to Verdun and then to Vavincourt, where it was

placed in Army reserve. On 10 November it was assigned to Second American

iArmy for a planned advance towards Metz. But the division order to move

into the Second Army area was never executed. On 13 November, said a unit

historian, "We ran into 26th Division men in the Zone of Advance without

helmets o,. gas masks, and then we knew it was all over." 91

89
Ltr, DGO to CG 29th Div, 30 Oct, sub: Enemy Gas Activity. 20 to 29

Oct (GAF - 29th Div). Cf. Rpts on Gas Attack dated 25, 27, 28, 29 Oct,
same file.

90
History, p. 204.

"91
History, p. 241.
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ANALYSIS

The Records of the 29th Divisi i

TIe rec.ords of the 29th Division are among the most complete in the
National Archives and abound in maps and sketches. Gas attack reports

and gas correspondence of the division are found not only in the Gas Attack

Files (GAF) at the Army Chemical Center but in Ist Army Box 340 and all through

the division records, especially in Boxes 7 through 10 and Box 125.

The operational records of the division (in 29th Division Box 3, 33.2)

are collected in a three-part mimeographed set of orders and high-level after-

action reports entitled "Military History, World War: The Operations of the

29th Division East of the Meuse River, October 8th to 30th, 1918,'1 compiled

in 1921 by Maj. W. S. Boen (G - 3) "for use in the course in Historical Re-

search" at the Coast Artillery School, Fort Monroe, Va. This set seems to

have been expanded later to include after-action reports down to platoons,

and published as the 410-page Source Book: Operations of the 29th Division,

Fort Monroe, Va., 1922 (in the Library of Congress).

For all the careful marshaling of detail in these records, both the

mimeographed account and the Sourcg Book are almost devoid of any .efer-

en.es to gas during the campaign, apart from General Morton's undated report

of operations, where 23 officers and 997 men are listed a.s the iota] gas

casualties.
9 2

92
Source Book, p. 4.
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Of interest in 29th Division records is the fact that there were two

sets of after-action reports prepared by the ý.ormanders of the division

and the brigades, dated 9 November and 23 December. The reports of 9 No-

vember, much less can lid than the 23 December reports, are the ones printed

in the mlmeo and in the 5o rceBook., W11th the 23 December reports are

final reports of the Division Gas Officer, tree Division Surgeon: and the

Division Ordnance Officer, the whole designated as Supplhmentary Reports.

These were all sent to Bowen on 16 January 1919, presumably when ho began

preparation of the "Military History." 93 Yet none of the documents com-

prising the Supplementary Reports were used in Bowen s mimeographed records.

in the Source Bock, or in any form in the official history of the division.

They have, however, been used extensively in the present study.

Battle Casualties

All summaries of battle casualties in 29th Division records include qas cas-

ualties. The summary with the smallest gas total is that in the Source Book: 9 4

Officer Men

Killed 31 585
Severely Wounded 29 853
Slightly Wounded 47 1660
Gassed 23 997
Psychoneurosis 6 114
Sick 33 1278
Missing •1 204

170 5691

93
See covering Itr in 29th Div Box 4, 33.2.

94
Morton's Rpt of Opns...on the Cotes de MAeuse, Oct 8 - 29, Source Book,

p. 4. Reprinted in Robinson, Ambulance Conran 113, p. 218.
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Of a lar~ge nurJber" of casualty summarie-, available in the' recozdcs, five

have been ch.sen as repres(-ntative:

TABLE NO. 1

2rth DIVISICN SIJ:•,:jRIES OF CASUALTIES

DSptba CG Div 104th

Div Surgaj Ma-f Deptb 29th DivC Stat offd San Tre
_ __....._,_ ... . .

Off Men Off Men Off Men Off Men Off Men

KIA 21 384 28 551 21 405 23 477
D of W 2 69 2 70

Sev W 28 706 3 8  754 3 6 754 38 791 765
Sl W 42 1504 54 1629 54 1629 57 1715 1663
Gassed 30 1414 20 1616 26 i.i6 27 1673 1790
Shock 89 4 98
PN 4 89 4 8

Sick & Ini 49 916 46 819 49 885 1227
Missing 0 143 1 301
Other 7 169 __ - - 219

156 *1709 185 5360 148 4782 199 5938 23 6141

a) Lt Col John B. Huggins, Div Surg, Hist Sketch of Med Dept, 29th Div, n.d.
(Med Dept Box 3642, fol I).

b) Casualties, 8 - 30 Oct, as compiled by Med Dept (in History, p. 207).
c) Morton. Rpt of Opns of 29th Div East of Meuse [Dec 1918J (29th Div Box 4,

33.5).
d) Rpt, [0D"v Stat QffIcer. for G - 3, Sum of Casualties, n to n, 8 Oct

1 Nov (29th Div Fax 1, 12.31. Tie same figures appear In a table, n.d.,
in Med Dept Box 3342, fol 2.

e) Rpt, CO 104th San Tr, 29th Div, 2 Nov, sub: Compilation of Casualty Reports
[based on triage records, 7 - 29 OctJ (29th Div Box 3, 33-2).I Another record of hospital admissions, with the hour of their arrival, in
Med Dept Box 3642, fol 2, shows 4 gas cases admitted on the afternoon of
8 Oct and totals during the campaign of 764 severely wounded, 1673 slightly
woundcd, 1789 ga-.sed, 50 and 168 "other" admitted, and 1e2 and 1038 severely
and slightly sick, fo:c a total of 5674.
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3hip~ley Thomas, who sketches the operations of the 29th Division

briefly in h_.s history says: '"'he•e was nothing beisational about its

advance on the right of the Maeuse, but...each day ,rarked an important if

.small jdvanceo..gradually opening up the Meuse valley for the ,amin attack" -

presumably reflrring to the fii'al advdn:e on 8 November, Accorcdng to his

sources, . itr 20 days east of the Meuse, the 29th Divi33on advanceu 7 kilo-

meter3 (4• miles) and sufferea 5,796 casualties.95

This trutal apparently iticludes the shell shock cases, sick, and missing,

as the Bcittle Monuments Commission casualty tables do not. Dividing the caim-

paign into three phases (thu approach, the advance, and the holding operation),

casualties 'eported by the Conrission are:96

Killed Died of wounded Total
Wounds

2- '? Oct 0 2 37 39
C -22 Oct 599 188 3294 4081

23 -31 Oct 158 51 677 886

757 2-11 4008 70"

A furthier breakdwn of infantry casualties ir. the Commission report revealc

"that the ll4th and 1-6th Infentry had the highest nunber of battle casualties

lt42.i anda 1,262), the 113th and 115th the fewest (721 and 848). The figure

for the ll3th Infantry suggests that its early relief (narrativeg p, 39 - 40)

may have been necessitated by lack of equýptuent rather than exhallstion or

decimation. As Yili be seen, that regimert also had the fewest gas casualties.

95
j rf •. '. (New York, 1920), p. 332.

96
t ,,29th0Div Sum of Opns (USGPO, 1944), p. 28.
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Gas Casualty Report

On 5 Novemlhery following an inspection of the division, Major Joly,

V Corps Gas Officer, said that although there were only four battalion gas

officers left in the division and very few gas NCO's, "gas matters were

receiving every oconsideration, due without doubt to the fact that the dlvi-

sion suffered 15100 casualties during their last stay of 21 days in the front

line.19 1 L.eutenent Noyes, of the Office of the Chief, CWS, AEF, who accon-

paniod Major Joly dur'ng the inspection, added that it was "evident that this

division hae .)eon handled in exceptional fashion by the previous Gas Officer...

Maynard evidently had the cordial support of the Commanding General and Chief

of Stafi." 98 There is no reason to question this.

In the months that followed the Armistice four somewhat similar reports

on th6 gas experience of the 29th Division were prepared from divisional

records by the DGO's who succeeded Captains Waitt and Maynard. All attest

to the intensive gas defense training received by the division, to the "con-

stant supervision" by the gas officers during the campaign, and the "rigid

observation by all" of standing orders and special gas orders. As a result,

the reports said, no gas deaths occurred during the Meuse operation. But

Ltr, Mai C. L. Joly, CGO V Corps to CofSV Corps, 5 Nov, subg Inspec-
tion of 29th Div (Ist Army Box 340).

99
Ltr and rpt, Lt C. R. Noyes to CGO Ist Army, 5 Nov, sub: Rpt on

inspection of 29th Div (Ist Army Box 340).
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the nature of the enemy gas fire, in particular the absence of crash con-

centrations of blue or green cross gas, was a better explanation for the

seeming fine record.

Of the 1,418 gas casualties found in DGO records by Captain Maynard's
99

successors, approximately 300 were said to have been lung cases, 300 eye

cases, and 900 were burns (cf. p. 68 below). These casualties could not be

avoided "because of the [tactical situation and the] continuous nature of

the gas shelling." Three of the four post-war reports tabulated the weight

of gas shells fired in specific attacks, counting a total of 22,287 gas shells

in "27 distinguishable gas shell attacks." 100 Discounting for the moment

the additional casualties resulting from non-specific gas shelling, on the

basis of DGO data these 22,287 gas shells represent a casualty for every

99
See fn below. Capt Maynard's two reports covering the period 9 - 29 Oct

(narrative, pp. 46, 58) show a total of 1486 gas casualties. These resulted
from a minimum of 32,000 gas shells or a casualty for every 21 shells. Note:
A compilation made from gas attack rpts between 10 - 28 Oct in Spencer, I,
280 - 306, shows a total of 20,350 gas shells resulting in 574 gas casualties.

100S1 Ltr, Ist L C. S. Moyer, DGO to CGO ist Army, 20 Nov, sub: Rpt on Recent

Opris (GAF - 29th Div); Rpt, Moyer, 14 Dec, sub: Gas, Argonne-Meuse Opn, 5 - 28
Oct (Suppl Rpt in 29th Div Box 4, 33.6); Ltr, Capt P. D. Farrell, DGO to Dep C
CWS, 13 Jan 1919, sub: Rpt requested in Circ Ltr No. 89; Ltr, Farrell to G - 2
29th Div, 14 Mar 1919, sub: Data on Enemy Gas Opns (both in GAF - 29th Div).

Ltr, Capt Waller N. Mercer, DMGO 29th Div to Med Dir CWS, 5 Nov, sub:

Rpt of Gas Casualties...7 - 29 Oct (Med Dept Box 3642, fol 2), said that of
the 1418 gas casualties 577 resulted from blue cross, 309 from yellow cross,
322 were undetermined, 198 mixed, and 12 from phosgene. Of 180 returned to
duty after 24 - 48 hours, 29 developed symptoms and were rehospitalized.
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16 shells.

Defending the DGO total of 1,418 gas casualties in his inspection

report of 5 November, Lieutenant Noyes took exception to the higher total

found by the Statistical Section of the division:

The Statistical Officer's reports for casualties during the period which
this division was in the line were approximately 2500, and Surgeon's report
and the Gas Officer's figures were about 1400. This cills particular atten-
tion to the c on practice of tagging all casualties LnotJ otherwise explained
as gas cases. --

The Surgeon's report referred to may be that found in the "Historical Sketch

of the Medical Department, 29th Division," which shows 1,444 gas cases out of

a total of 4,709 hospitalized casualtieso1 0 2 All other Division Surgeon reports

show considerably more gas cases, and these are confirmed in the compilation

of casualties made from the hospital admission lists of the division in Table

No. 2.

All 29th Division gas and wound casualties in Table No. 2 were found

in the admission records of Field Hospital 114, the division triage or sort-

ing station at Glorieux, near Verdun (Med Dept Box 3650).103 Approximately

101

Ltr and x'-t, above.

102
Med Dept Box 3642, fol 1.

103
Memo, CO 114th FH Co for CG 29th Div, 5 Nov, subs Rpt covering recent

opns (Med Dept Box 3642, fol 6), rpts 1481 gas cases through the Glorieux
triage and 407 through FH 115, opened as a gas triage at Charney on 18 Oct.
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600 casualties, some gas cases but mostly wounded, were found in 33rd Divi-

sion hospital records, but these appoar to have been recorded at the 29th

Division triage either before or after their admission to the neighboring

hospital.

The DGO gas figures included in Table No. 2 are from the Monthly Gas

Casualty Report for October (GAF - 29th Div). Some of the discrepancies

with hospital data may be owing to the fact that the DGO repoit was not

prepared until January 1919, in response to CWS Circular Letter No. 89,

and was made up then from available gas attack reports. An inexplicable

difference between DGO and hospital data is a total of 64 gas casualties in

the 158th FA Brigade, recorded by the DGO between 12 - 27 October. Hospital

records show not a single artilleryman among its 1,782 gas casualties. 104

The hospital lists reveal that of the 1,782 gas casualties, 472 were

admitted simply as "gassed," 293 as the result of "mustard gas," 831 resulted

from "diphenylchloroarsine," and 186 "mixed gas." Of the 2,408 wounded,

2,376 were listed as "gunshot wound," 24 "shell shock," and 7 "shrapnel."

No distinction was otherwise made between artillery shell and small arms

casualties. The few shrapnel cases seem amazing, ccnsidering that almost

104
Rpts on Gas Attacks of 17, 21, 27 Oct (in 83rd Dii Box 3, 66.33),

account for 35 casualties in the 322nd and 323rd FA, located two kilo-
meters northeast of Brabant. Thejle onCo study, p. 28, shows

28 killed, 13 died of wounds, and 184 wounded in the FA.

Another major discrepancy is the 158 gas cases reported by the DGO
in the 114th Inf between 9 - 11 Oct while that regt was in corps reserve.
In compensation, its casualties between 12 - 14 Oct are minimized by the
DGO.
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half the HE fire-i by the German batteries was shrapnel. On the other hand,

it is to be observed that the 2,408 wounded in the hospital lists compares

favorably with tiie 2,280, 2,475, 2601, and 2,428 wounded reported in Table

No. 1 and therefore tends to support the hospital total of gas casualties.

Even more interesting, the Daily Operations Reports of the 29th Division,

showing accumulative totals of 564 killed, 2,542 wounded, and 1,751 gassed, or

4,857 total casualties, are the only, DOR totals so far examined in AEF records

that approximate either hospital records or summaries of battle casualties. 105

Enemy Gas arid HE Fire

The estimate, based on 29th Division gas records, that 22,287 gas shells

were fired into the division sector in the course of 27 distinguishable gas

attacks in October appears in Table No. 3, a 'tabulation appended to several

of the postwar DGO summary reports (see p. 65).

For compari.son, the German 32nd Division record of gas and HE fire on

nine days in Octob,3r, covering the most active period of the campaign (nar-

rative, pp. 29 - 30, 38 - 39, 41 - 42, 48), has been compiled in Table No. 4.

Since the DGO compilation represented in Table No. 3 makes no distinction in the

caliber of the gas shells, none has been made here, although it may be said

that the German totals of 21,034 gas shells and 37,905 HE and shrapnel shells

represent the equivalent of 19,355 blue cross, 4,867 green cross, and 8,028

105
DOCI, 29th Div, 8- 29 Oct (29th Div Box 3, 33.1).
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TABLE NO. 3

ENEMY GAS SHELLS FIRED IN SPECIFIC ATTACKS

Date Blue Cross Green Cross Yellow Cross Total

l0 Oct 25 25

10 Oct 75 95 30 200
11 Oct 150 150
11 Oct 200 200 400

12 Oct 100 200 300
12 Oct 100 250 150 500

13 Oct 300 1600 100 2000
14 Oct 25 25

14 Oct 400 1100 800 2300
14 Oct 600 1200 1200 3000

14-15 Oct 200 [550J 750

14-15 Oct 200 700 300 1200

14-15 Oct 1000 3000 4000

16 Oct 200 200
17 Oct 50 200 250
18 Oct 200 50 250

19 Oct 12 12
21 Oct 500 500

21 Oct 700 700

22 Oct 2000 2000
22 Oct 20 180 200
22 Oct 150 150
22 Oct 80 320 100 500
23 Oct 200 1300 1500
26 Oct 800 800

26 Oct 20 55 75
28 Oct 300 300

3,545 7,907 10,835 22,287

yellow cross, or 32,250 77-mm. gas shells, and 69,177 7 7-mm. HE and

shrapnel shells. It is also koown (narrative, p. 29) that on 11 and 12

October approximately the same weight of HE was fired as on 13 October.

The total H1E in the table should therefore be almost doubled. $

70-
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TABLE NO. 4

RECORD OF 32nd DIVISION ARTILLERY FIRE

Date Blue Green Yellow TOTAL TOTAL
Cross Cross Cross GAS HE

13 Oct 967 150 1,117 13,100
, 14 Oct 2095 602 1084 3,781 3,989

15 Oct 5240 328 1122 6,690 5,216
16 Oct 1821 106 30 1,957 3,626 shrapnel
17 Oct 1793 780 2,573 3,093 "
18 Oct 633 232 150 1,015 1,453
19 Oct 636 408 557 1,601 308
20 Oct 525 75 700 1,300 4,700
22 Oct 400 100 500 1,000 2,420

14110 1851 5073 21,034 37,905

A considerable amount of 32nd Division gas and HE fire was directed on

the 18th French and 33rd American Divisions and was, as the overlay to Map

No. 5 also indicates, put repeatedly on targets sooner or later evacuated

by 29th Division troops. On the other hand, this fire represents just nine

of the twenty-one days that the 29th Division was in the sector, and it does

not take into account the gas and HE fired into the sector by the 228th and

15th Divisions or later minor missions by the 1st Landwehr and 192nd Divi-

Lions.

If these considerations do not quite cancel out, for purposes of compu-

tation the German fire is here assumed to represent the approximate total

volume of fire on the 29th Division sector. Of interest is the fair agrec-

ment in totals between Table No. 3 and Table No. 4, despite the disparity in

-71- - 7z -
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volume between the kinds of gas. Hospital records showing the highest number,

831 casualties, admitted with 'diphenylchloroarsine" (blue cioss) symptorns

tend to bear out the German data, oven though the 283 "mustard gas" (yellow

cross) and the total absence of phosgene (green cross) casualties do not.

Assuming the 1,782 gassed and 2,408 wounded in the division (Table

No. 2) to be the result entirely of enemy artillery fire, that is, of 21,034

gas shells and 37,905 HE and shrapnel shells, 12 gas shells were required to

produce a gas casualty, 16 HF shells to produce a wound casualty. (The ratio

rises to 18 and 29 when the shells are reduced to 77-mm.). But the narrative

(pp. 17, 18, 19, 23, 31 - 32, 35, 52 ) makes it abundantly clear that

most of the wounded and killed fell before machine gun fire. This is further

supported by hospital records showing just seven men admitted with shrapnel

wounds, although shrapnel constituted a high percentage of the HE fire. The

incessant HE bombardments during the period were nerve-wracking and sent num-

bers of shell shock cases to the hospital, but they wounded few.

The nature of enemy gas fire east of the Meuse makes reliable statistics

for any one gas attack almost impossible. The single attack where available

data permit any kind of computations is that in the period 11 - 14 October,

when German batteries fired approximately 5,800 gas and 43,000 HE shells

into the Haumont-Ormont area (narrative, pp. 27 - 28). The Division Gas

Officer's estimates at the time of 2,300 and 2,0UO gas shells, apparently

for the same attack (narrative, pp.21, 25) were considerably revised in

postwar summaries (represented here in Table No. 3), but the total of 10,000

or more gas shells for the period shown in that table seems excessive on the
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basis of available German data.

Probably little more than half the German lire fell on the 29th Division

sector, the remainder in the adjacent 18th French Division area. It may

therefore be assumed that approximately 3,GO0 gas shells and 21,000 HE shells

hit the area occupied by some 3,500 men of the 113th and 114th Infantry in the

period 11 - 14 October. The casualties of the brigade, including its machine

gun units, during the period 12 - 14 October were 827 gassed and 719 wounded

(Table No. 2), or a gas casualty for every three to four gas shells, a wound

casualty for every thirty HE shells -- apart from the probability that "rush-

ing the machine gun nests" in the attack on the Bois d'Ormont, and not the HE,

accounted for most of the wounded.

French and Amezicar Casualties

During October the XVII French Corps comprised three American and three

French divisions. The daily casualties in these six divisions, as reported

in XVII Corps Comptes-Rendus, are compiled in Table No. 5.106

While far from the true totals (corps totals for the 33rd Division, for

example are approximately half its hospital totals), the French corps figures,

as they stand, indicate that General Claudel may not have been entirely justi-

fied in calling the American divisions negligent about gas (narrative,p. 46),

without also admitting that the French were more negligent about HE.

106
French Files Box 92, 30.3.
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TABLE NO. 5

CU.iARISOIJ OF FRENCH AND ,AMt,1ERICAN CASUALTIES IN XVII CORPS

Dae 33rd Am 29th Am 18th Fr 26th Fr 10th Col 26th Am- ~~Date '=
vW G W G Vi G VI G W G N -

1-2 Oct 6 8 5 4
2-3 Oct 8 5 4 2
3-4 Oct 3 12 1 0
4-5 Oct 1 0 1 0 1 9
5-6 Oct 2 2 2 1 0 18
6-7 Oct 3 4 0 38 0 23
7-8 Oct - - - - 0 Ib
8-9 Octý 140 1 243 12 19 8

9-1C Oct 79 78 143 21 80 6 189 11 43 -
10-11 Oct 56 197 88 29 145 7 100 10 11 3
11-12 Oct 9 183 9 26 99 19 171 27 4 9
12-13 Oct 186 49 212 93 50 15 89 21 9 12
13-14 Oct 73 79 265 129 19 40 32 12 7 22
14-15 Oct 22 16 287 164 IA 40 10 6 10 0
15-16 Oct 17 20 193 264 13 57 12 3 0 6
16-17 Oct 17 42 75 97 13 15 38 4
17-18 Oct - 95 - 213 2 3 6 4 15 60
18 -19 Oct - 113 - 103 - 161 6 2 11 6
19-20 Oct 5 37 41 33 3 4 13 11
90-21 Oct 13 61 18 22 3 0 8 18
21-22 Oct 3 11 10 46 2 0 24 11

O2-.3Oct 2 8 21 66 2 2 1 5
23-24 Oct 0 2 46 30 5 18 ! 3
24-1-'1 Oct 210 35 2 0 1.46 50
2.5-26 Oct 105 29 1 0 116 72
26-27 Oct 49 21 1 2 11 0
27-'8 Oct 2 r 20 4 0
28)-: '9 Oct 1 0 137 173
>'-3() Oct 1 0 31 156

482 991* 1797 1441 598 395 924 177 114 131 564 565

* Study No. 8, "The 33rd Division Along the Meuse," p. 78, shows 835
wounded, and 1.974 gassed admitted to its hospitals in the period
1 - 20 October.
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If it is assumed that the German fired approximately the same amount

of gaE and Hi- iLto the three French sectors as into the American, 1 07 then

on a proportional basis the total casualties of the French and American

dlvisions were not so dissimilar as General Claudel suggested. Total wounded

and gassed in the three American sectors are shown as 5,840 (2,843 wounded,

S, 2,997 gassed); in the three French sectors as 2,339 (1,636 wounded, 705

gassed). Doubling the figure of 2,339, since French divisions were about half

the size of American (and disregarding the French tendency to "save" their men),

the proportional total casualties among the French was 4,678, with French

wounded in excess of American.

Another source of battlefield casualties must be considered. Owing to

negligence or perhaps failure of supply -- though certainly not to inexperi-

ence - the French had an enormous number of men evacuated with frozena feet

(875, according to the narrative, pp. 46 - 47, "Contrary to expectations,",

said the 29th Division Surgeon, "very few men were sent to the hospital with

trench feet"1 0 8 -- there were 35 in the three American Divisions. When

these casualties in the six divisions are added to the wounded and gassed,

the American casualties total 5,870, while proportionate French casualties

107
15th Div records in G7Z 167 and 168 indicatL that almost as much gas and

HE may have been fired into the French sectors, and that French arty returned
an equal volume of gas fire. Cf. the contamination of Caine Ravine in the
16th Fr Div sector on 4 - 5 Oct with 3,800 yellow cross shells; no comparable
single attack occurred in the American sectors. Note in Table No. 5 the few
casualties this shoot produced.

108
Hibt Sketch of Med Dept, 29th Div (Mied Dept Box 3642, fol 1).
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total 5,553. Claudel's correspondence with his French divisions concernirn

eds Silgs has not been found.

Lessons Learned

The German tactic of lulling troops, b/ the desultory use of gas ovor a

period of time before firirg a gas concentxation, worked twice against the

114th Infantry, in Alsace and again a month later eact of the Meuse. It was

an enemy tactic experienced by almost every division in tho AEF, and even

when the divisions were warned of it before entering the line, it worked with-

out fail every time.

In transit or resting between 23 September and 7 October, the 29th was

a relatively fresh combat division w4en it began the attack on 8 October.

The Chief of Staff may well have thought, therefora, that the Kriemhilde

Stellung, more than nine kilometers above the line of departure, could be

reached by the division on the third day of operations.

Catching the enemy by surprise, the attack units of the 29th advanced

five kilometers on the first day or more than halfway to the Krienhilde.

From that point on, the division fought in a constant gas atmosphere, and

in the next three weeks advanced less than half the remaining distance to

the final objectiv,.9 The division simply wps not prepared for that knd of

fight.

The normal attrition of forces due to HE fire and to combat fatigue

was understood and reckoned with in estimating attauk logistics. This
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w.as one ,f the raIao)s i'or the .3ize of •k•,,mfrican divisiois, ýe aointain a

high level of effectiverjess desp'.%t the dis.!an•e from their bases of supply

and replacements. But :o far as can bG learned, no provision %qas ever made

fcr gas attrition, and it was never contemplated that an entire division might

be called on to fight for prolonged periods oý time in the conctant presence

of low concentrations of gas. The only suggestion that this was eventually

recognized was in orders, late in the war, to train troops to wear their masks

for 16ng periods of time while performing normal dutiee.

Despite testimony after the campaign to the thorough gas training and gas

supervision of the division, as it was thon understood, the narrative every-

where indicates that the enemy's use of gas, rather than his machine gun and

HE fire, was principally responsible for wearing down Lhe strength and morale

of the division, making further advance impossible. Actually, Chemical War-

fare Service doctrine on the handling of troops under gas conditions in the

tield was largely ignored by troop commanders until the gas had decimated or

exhausted their troops. Unit commanders eventually learned to respect gas,

but by then it was too late.

In this operation, as in almost every one in which the AEF was engaged,

the enemy fought a aefe;istve battle with a minimum of troops, but on terrain

of his own Tzhosinq. As General Morton said:

The deep narr.-:w gullies forming the only avenue of approach were excep-
tionally favcrable to the contiinued and consistent concentration of
phosqene aod mu3tard gas, which the Gerx.dns sent orvex in quantity daily.
At Grande lontagne, Molleville Farm, Ravine do Molleville, southwest of
Belleu Wood and Bois d'O(rmnt, our division encountered a system of
artillery, gas, and machine gun defense considered for years as
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impregnable by both the French and Germans.... It was concluded by the gas
officerlthat 35,000 gas shells of various kinds were fired against our
troops.I09

Against such defenses and defensive tactics, only the most rigid train-

ing and extraordinary gas discipline could hope to prevail. But gas train-

ing in the 29th Division, as elsewhere, tended to be limited by the mentality

of the staff and line officers, whose training was largely based on the battles

fought in the uivil Plar of 1861 - 65. It is not too much to say that Capt.

Alden H. Waitt, the first Division Gas Officer of the 29th, was removed for

excessive zeal in his efforts to establish good gas discipline.

The 29th Division was a Spartan outfit. It went into the line an untried

division, without its own artillery, under the command of the French, and took

a beating without complaining. The French corps tinder which it served impressed

on the division and its artillery the fact that ammunition was in short supply,

and apparently for this reason the division expected little and got little

artillery support. Thus, nowhere in the exceedingly complete records of the

29th Division does the word "retaliation" appear, nor does the thought occur in

any record examined for this study.

Few of the divisions in the AEF, despite Chemical Warfare SerVice efforts,

were ever convinced that retaliation with gas was the only possible way to

hold down enemy gas fire. Ignorance of gas aggravated the fear that its

use would be as dangerous to those firing it as to those receiving it. Nor,

109
Rpt of Opns of 29th Div East of the Meuse [Dec 1918J (29th Div Box 4,

33-6).
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so far as the records go, can it be said that the AEF was particularly

aware of the antipersonnel effects of phosphorus and thermite, or even

the effectiveness of phosphorus as a smoke weapon, to mask machine gun

nests in the assault.

In the case of the 29th Division, the commander was to complain at

the end of the campaign that he had been very limited in all kind of ammuni-

tion, exceedingly so with gas shells, and had had no smoke shells whatever.

But this is not so if an ammo report of his attached artillery is to be

believed. On 9 October the brigade had on hand 2,500 No. 3 phosphorus

shells and 3,000 gas shells, 75-mm. caliber. Yet there is no record that

smoke was ever used, and brigade (not division) plans to fire the gas

shells seem to have been scotched. The artillery brigade report suggests

that the division commander either did not know how to use gas or phosphorus

shells, was in fear of them, or believed them too few when resupply was pro-

bably out of the question.

German records make it clear that the French themselves in the sector

had at least an adequate supply of gas shells and fired them freely, princi-

pally on their own fronts. But they were not used, as they might have been

advantageously, on Molleville Farm, Hill 375, or the Bols d'Ormont when the

29th Division was preparing to attack those strong points, and too few were

used for the Etraye attack.

Division records nowhere mention any use of gas on its sector front

during the operation except that prior to the Etraye attack on 23 October.
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Yet the division commander was later to suggest gas had been used on the

front throughout the campaign, its greater use limited only by lack of

shell. Elsewhere he said that all counter-battery work for the division

was carried out by the French corps and was not effective.

The new Division Gas Officer who came into the division after the

Mteuse operation seems to have been no better informed than th" d"vijio-

commander. Presumably on the basis of available records, he was to write

in some detail about "Our gas offensive during the operation...carried out

by the artillery under command of the 17th French Corps.... " The account

referred only to the use of phosgene gas for the Etraye attack, and he

concluded: "It was noted that our troops in attacking over this area

several days after gas had been used, suffered no ill effects from it."

This ignorance about the persistency of phosgene gas, like that of an

earlier gas officer concerning the tactical use made by the enemy of diphenyl-

chloroarsine (narrative, p. 45 ) suggests gaps in the knowledge possessed

by the gas officere of the division.

But a more serious gap existed in the limited authority of the Division

Gas Officer and his staff even in matters of gas training and discipline,

let alone the offensive use of gas. The Division Gas Officer could only

advise, and, if conscientious, report the obduracy of his superiors to the

Corps Gas Officer. (It is significant that in many of the official histories

of AEF divisions, the Division Gas Officer is not included in staff rosters

and in still more histories is not mentioned anywhere in the course of the
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narrative history.) The sufferance with which gas officers seem to have

been endured by the command, and their complete lack of authority, vitiated

any real efforts they might have irade. Greater authority, from the chief of

the service down, might well have reduced considerably the enemy's monopoly

on gas warfare.

The division commander of the 29th may well have believed, as he said

in one report, that his division could have gone much farther had corps

given him a freer hand. Held as he was by corps, and ultimately Army, to

certain objectives, his division was subjected in a relatively short time

to so much gas that it ceased to be an effective fighting unit. It had

been used up before its command was returned to him by the French.

It may be seriously doubted whether the division commander, as he said,

really believed his troops had benefited from the slight use of gas by the

French corps artillery on their behalf. But he had no doubts about the

effectiveness of German use of gas. Whether the lessons of that campaign -

the only one engaged in by the division - would have been applied in another

operation remains open to question.
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